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'Day of Silence' marked with vocal rally

Feminist writer
Wolf to speak
Hundreds of students, faculty and staffgathered to oppose
"Too many days at Kenyon
hibiting any form of discrimination
tonight in Rosse
JESSICA ANDRUSS
are silent,"
an

anti-ga- y

BY

News Assistant

Student Lectureships will
feminist writer Naomi Wolf
to Rosse Hall tonight at 7:30.
Wolf's talk will feature her second
book, Fire with Fire.
Known both for her writing
and work on Al Gore's presidential campaign, Wolf advises the
vice president on social and cultural issues.
A reception in Peirce Lounge
will follow the lecture.
bring

National Day of Silence is the
annual event, observed throughout
the country, in which members of
the gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered (GLBT) community
and their allies refrain from talking as a show of support to those
who feel prohibited from revealing their sexual identities. Yet the
Rally held or.
the steps of Kenyon College's
Rosse Hall yesterday afterncon
was not a time to keep silent, but a
time to speak.
Anti-Discriminati-

on

announceexplained
ment for the event, which urged the
direct and verbalized refusal to
condone the anti-ga- y
discrimination that is still so subtly evident
on campus.

The event's organizers,
Shayla Myers '02 and Ann
Palcisco '01, recognize that
Kenyon's official legislation pro

is largely supported by students,

faculty and administration. Their
purpose was to encourage community members to voice their feelings of tolerance in an active and
principled manner in order to assure harassed peers that their suffering is indeed unjust and impermissible, and to erase the mistaken
conception that offenses go unno

OK

Staff Reporter
The name "Jennie Bruening"
may conjure up an image of the
women's volleyball head coach.
Or maybe one of the associate director of athletics. Senior women's
administrator? Founder of the
Kenyon Student Athletes? Mem

ber of the Kenyon Athletic Association?
Perhaps you remember her as
"that woman" who took over as
interim director of physical education and athletics when former director Robert Bunnell left last
spring.
Well, "that woman" is now the
see BRUENING, page three

ticed.
Indeed, Myers and Palcisco,
who began to coordinate the rally
after a forum prior to spring break
revealed that a shocking number
of anti-ga- y
discriminatory incidents are being endured in silence
by intimidated students. They have
designed the progTam to guide the
many genuine adherents of toler-se- e
RALLY, page three
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Bruening first woman to
head Athletic Department
BY SUSANNA
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rally called in light of a number of
Students gather on Rosse Hall lawn for an
reported incidents of harassment and discrimination in the Kenyon community.
anti-discriminati-

on

Three honorary degrees to be awarded Zipp criticizes proposals
Questions could signal admin, opposition
to Kenyon graduates at Honors Day
BY KONSTANTINE

The achievements of numerstudents and three alumni will
be recognized when Kenyon College holds its annual Honors Day
Convocation Thursday, April 13,
at 11:10 a.m. in Rosse Hall."
The public is invited to attend
the convocation, at which prizes
are awarded to students and honorary degrees to distinguished
ous

alumni.

Kenyon will confer honorary
degrees upon actress Allison B.
Janney '82, Chief Operating Officer of Landec Corporation David
D. Taft '60 and Bloomberg News
Editor-in-ChiMatthew A.
Winkler '77.
Currently a star of the popular NBC television series The West
Wing, Janney has been working
ef

steadily as an actor

since

she

News Editor

left

Kenyon.
Her career took
an upswing with her
1995 Broadway debut in the Noel Coward comedy Present
Laughter. In 1998,
she received a Tony
nomination for her
leading role in the
Broadway revival of

Arthur Miller's A
the
View from
Bridge.
In
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The

long-discuss-

student-governme-

ed

nt

proposals to change
g
fraternity-housinrules at Kenyon
College were dealt what may
prove to be a critical blow at last
Thursday's studentfaculty Senate
meeting when Associate Professor

of Political Science Alex

R.

McKeown, the Senate's faculty
from Dean of
read an
co-cha-

e-m-

ir,

ail

Residential Life Douglas W. Zipp
criticizing the two proposals.
Zipp's opposition to the proposals, which have the support of
Committee on
the student-base- d
Housing and Grounds and Greek
Council, came as a moderate surprise, since advocates of the proposals in Student Council meetings
had portrayed Zipp as impartial
towards if not silently in favor of
the changes.
see ZIPP, page four

Courtesy NBC.com

Allison Janney '82, a regular on the NBC drama
The West Wing, will appear at Kenyon next
Thursday to accept an honorary degree.

1996, she

made a splash in the film world
with her part in Stanley Tucci's
critically acclaimed Big Night.
Named to Entertainment

Weekly's 1999 "It List," Janney
can currently be seen on the big
screen in American Beauty, which
see HONORED, page two
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Friday: Mostly Cloudy,
Showers, high low 60s.

Saturday: Rainy and Breezy,
high upper 40s.

Sunday: Cloudy, Scattered
Showers, high near 50.
Monday: Fair, high near 60.
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Betty Bowman dies Beiieu to leave, three faculty hired
letic department. In 1 989, Bowman
joined the staff at the libraries as secretary to the director. She retired on
October 29, 1999.
Bowman is survived by two

Betty J. Bowman, retired office manager and secretary to the
vice president for library and information services, died of cancer
on Wednesday, March 29, at The
Laurels of Mount Vernon. She was
68 years old.
Bowman came to Kenyon in
May 1977 as secretary to the dean
of freshmen and director of career
services. She transferred to the Career Development Center in 1979
and continued there until 1984. That
year, Bowman and her family
moved to Florida, where she was
employed at Lake Sumter Community College in Leesburg. Upon returning to Mount Vernon in 1986,
she again was employed by Kenyon,
this time as a secretary in the ath

daughters, Cathy Sue and Pamela
K. Bowman both of Mount Vernon.
Calling hours are from 10:00 a.m.
until 12:00 noon on Friday, March
Funeral
31, at the Dowds-Snyde- r
Home, 201 Newark Road, Mount
Vernon. There will be a graveside
service at 2 p.m. in the
Fredericktown Cemetery. The family requests that in lieu of flowers
donations be made to the Knox
County Humane Society, 729 Columbus Road, Mount Vernon.
Courtesy of the Office of Public Affairs

BY

Visiting Instructor of English
Erin Belieu announced her plans
to leave Kenyon College after this
posisemester for a tenure-trac- k
tion at Ohio University.
Belieu's departure will coincide with that of another popular
creative-writin- g
professor, Visiting

for the Wall Street Journal before
leaving to become the editor-in-chi-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
recently won five Academy
Awards, including best picture.
Taft, a member of the
College's Board of Trustees, majored in chemistry at Kenyon and

ef

of the

then-fledglin-

Kimbrell, a 1999 recipient of the
Whiting Writing Award who announced before Spring Break his
acceptance of a position at Florida
State.
Kenyon's English department
has so far. hired three women to
professorships beginning in the

University.
In addition to his service to the
College, Taft is being honored for
his influence in the chemical community, where he has held senior
at
positions
management
Raychem, The Henkle Corporation, General Mills and Ashland
Chemical.
Winkler, a former editor of the
Collegian who afterwards worked
at the Mount Vernon News, boasts
an impressive journalistic career,
working as a financial columnist

year:

school

1

postcolonialist and poet Marian
Aguiar, poet Saskia Hamilton '89

and

Victorianist

Elizabeth

Palmberg. Associate Professor of
English James Carson, chair of the

i

csBsiHttijj.

i

April 4, 2000

Mar. 29, 1:21 p.m.

Theft of
cable in McBride Residence.

Apr. 2, 1:24 a.m. Underage
consumption of alcoholill stu-

Mar. 31, 8:10 p.m.

dent at Lewis Hall. The student
was transported to the hospital.

Report of
an odor of natural gas at Manning
Hall. Maintenance was notified
and checked for a problem.

Apr. 3, 2:22 a.m.

Fire alarm at

Mather Residence caused by
burnt pizza in the 3,d floor kitchen

Apr. 1, 3:50 a.m. Fire alarm at
Taft Cottages. Several occupants
were smoking which activated
the alarm. The area was checked
and the alarm reset.

Apr.

1, 9:25 p.m. Underage
possession of alcohol at Mather
Residence.

lounge. The alarm was reset.
Apr. 3, 3:06 af.m.

Medical call regarding an ill student at Norton Hall.
The College Physician was contacted.

Apr. 3, 10:15 p.m. Fire alarm
at Taft Cottages. The alarm was
activated by burnt food. The
alarm was reset.
Apr. 5, 1:16 a.m. Vandalism at
Leonard Hall - writing on the wall.

Advertisers should contact Dana Whitley for current rates and
8
further information at (740)
at
or 5339, or via
coIlegiankenyon.edu. All materials should be sent to: Advertising
Manager, The Kenyon Collegian, P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH, 43022.
427-533-

of their original

two-ye-

con-

ar

tracts, said Carson, but boih have
declined.
"I've loved teaching at
Kenyon," said Belieu via
"but the job security of being on
tenure-trac- k
is pretty impossible to
resist. Being an academic nomad
isn't much fun just about the
e-m-

ail,

-
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e-m- ail

BY EVAN BELGRADE

Staff Reporter
In a

printed

time when the Collegian
e
advertisements
tins of Vel-

full-pag-

t,
for
vet Tobacco and
ten-cen-

two-oun-

ce

front-pag-

e

elected captains of which sporting
teams, the paper also ran a feature
somewhat similar to the current
"Social Scene" column. In this
the most prominently
event was the annual
Sophomore Hop, evidently the

col-um- n,

re-ported-u-

pon

early evening and the revelry would
usually continue until around four
in the morning.
The Hop was taken very seriously by the sophomores because

their social charms, abilities and
reputations were to be judged by its
success. It was also the prime chance
for each class to display its collective school spirit, a virtue then held
much more important than we hold
it today.
The class of 1913 created an

enormous placard displaying their
class numerals in mauve and white
most eagerly anticipated and popuelectric lights. The class of 1915
lar social event of each school year
exhibited many transparencies deat
Kenyon
picting scenes of Kenyon life and
College.
traditions.
The Sophomore Hop, held anThe annual pressure to live up
served
nually in early to
previous years' successes and to the
as the first chance for each class to ' event's established prestige in gendisplay its skill and graciousness in
eral was daunting. It would have
the hostingentertaining aspect of
been the ultimate faux pas not to
Kenyon's social life. It was inpresent an excellent Hop to the coltended to be "a unique entertainlege; and the dance, year in and year
ment so as to be distinctly different
out, was a success with virtually no
from other dances."
exception, according to Collegian
The Hop Committee would reports of the time.
It was really the extreme pubbegin meetings and preparations
months in advance of the event licity surrounding the dance which
and, when the time came, Rosse
put so much on the line socially and
Hall would be elaborately decosolidified the Hop's unbelievable
rated in the class colors and transpopularity. The Collegian thorformed into a grand ballroom.
oughly reported upon every aspect
Refreshments were abundant, of the dance from the initial planglasses were kept full, comfortable
ning stages to a retrospective review
armchairs were imported to created
of the entire evening. Front-pag- e
headlines-sucas "Best Hop in
"cozy corners," and, typically, an
eight-piec- e
orchestra was hired to Years" (June 1, 1912) and "Hop a
Real Success" (May 17, 1917) are a
or a
play a preset
program in the popular forcommon sight when perusing that
mal style of the time.
period of the Collegian's archives.
The party would start in the
These articles reviewed and re
turn-of-the-cent-

ury

y,

h

18-dan-

Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for
$30. Checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian and
sent to the BusinessAdvertising Manager.

ft

time you make some friends, start
to put down some roots, your contract is over and you have to start
looking for a new position. I'm
very glad not to have to do that
anymore."
Beliue and Kimbrell were
conhired in 1998 on two-yetracts, to replace Jennifer Clarvoe,
who was on sabbatical for the
1998-9- 9
school year, and David
Lynn, who is this year serving as
Resident Director of the Kenyon-Exete- r
program abroad.
A third visiting instructor of
English, Joseph N. Clarke, has accepted atenure-t- r ack position at the
University of Pennsylvania.
In other departmental news,
Associate Professors of English
ar

Adele Davidson

and Sergei

and Assistant
Professor of English Shuchi Kapila
will be on leave next year; and Professor of English Judy Smith will
be on leave next spring.
Lobanov-Rostovsk- y

mi--

ntmi'.

1

Social scene of yesteryear
revolved around annual Hop

mid-Ma-

Apr.

1, 9:35 p.m. Underage
possession of alcohol at Mather
Residence.

ar

jii ,w - .lit

articles
reporting which students had been

March 29

English department, said the department may hire one more professor before the fall.
Kenyon will soon begin the
search for the newly endowed
Hubbard Professorship in Poetry,
a position to be filled by what the
Office of Public Affairs calls an
"accomplished practicing poet
whose areas of expertise include
both the writing of poetry and the
study of poetry."
Carson said an official job
description has not yet been written.
The college offered Belieu
extensions
and Kimbrell one-ye-

g

Bloomberg News.
While many were surprised
that at the top of his profession he
went to work for such a young
company, Bloomburg has gone on
to help bridge the gaps between the
broadcast, Internet and print. media.
r
Honors Day will be presided
over by Robert A. Oden Jr., president of Kenyon. Also participating will be William E. Bennett, a
College trustee who will present
the Trustee Teaching Excellence
Awards to two Kenyon faculty
members. That award comes with
a $15,000 stipend.
Courtesy of the Office of Public Affairs.

earned a doctorate in organic
chemistry from Michigan State

of English James

Instructor

2000-0-

Honored: degrees coming

KONSTANTINE SIMAKIS
News Editor

ce

26-dan-

ce

ported every intricate detail of decoration and dress. They described
and praised the music, the food and
the guests, and even went as far to
mention what styles of dances were
fashionable during each Hop. The
June 1, 1912 article described in
full the lighting scheme the sophomores of that year used in Rosse,
calling its effect "very pleasant and
refreshing."
At the end of the Hop reviews,
complete lists would be printed with
the names and hometowns of all of
the
guests, including
students' dates for the evening, family members and friends, who were
carted onto the
campus for
the dance and its surrounding festivities.
Today, we certainly have some
frame of reference with which to
out-of-to-

wn

all-ma-

le

view the importance of the

Sopho-

more Hop to Kenyon students of old
because of great current traditions
like Philander 's Phling and Summer
Send-Of- f.
In many ways though, we
now operate in a more relaxed social environment. It would seem
odd and trivial to report on the lighting scheme in Peirce for Phling or
the types of dances popular with stuDocumentdents while at Send-Of- f.
ing the
guests for these
events would be downright impossible.
Still, while appreciating the
utter formality and the incredible
out-of-to-

wn

social investment which were attached to the Sophomore Hop may
be difficult, a visit to the Collegian
archives makes clear what a crucial
and fabulously popular role the Hop
played in Kenyon's social history.
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Rally: Adams, Baumann speak

Coordinated by Lorie Hancock
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CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
ance and respect to more efficacious action.
Jamele Adams, Director of
Multicultural Affairs and the first
speaker of the event, conceded he
felt he was "preaching to the choir,
since all you guys are already here
against discrimination," and the
seven following speakers emphasized that even this general attitude
of
possessed
by the majority of the community
was only the first step in eradicating hateful displays of ignorance
from the campus environment and
the experiences of its members.
"The people that feel that it's
okay to discriminate against gay
people or any other person on campus were not going to come, and
that wasn't the point," explained
Myers, "So often at Kenyon, we
are implicitly supportive; we don't
discriminate or have any discriminating feelings ... but we don't have
the opportunity to be explicitly
supportive. That's what the rally
was all about."
An audience composed of receptive students eager to speak out
against discrimination was anticipated by Myers and Palcisco as
they conceived of this landmark
anti-discriminat-
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O'Maliey to be First Alumna

Commencement Speaker
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The Collegian as it appeared February 21, 1980.

Years Ago, April 6, 1995: The
Campus Coffeehouse Commitsubtee, a senate
mitted a proposal for the KC to
be turned into an independently
owned coffeehouse. The Senate
and President Philip Jordan Jr.
approved the proposal. The Coffeehouse Committee was formed
after an increasing number of
groups suggested the addition of
a coffeehouse to campus. The
coffeehouse would serve as an
alternative to activities on the
weekend that involves drinking,
such as
parties. The
KC's stage, according to the proposal, would remain available
for student performances and
free entertainment.
5

sub-committ-

late-nig-

ee,

ht

Years Ago, April 4, 1985:

15

The Media Board removed the
of the Gambier Journal on charges of irresponsibilico-edit-

ors

ty. Editor Peter McFadden was
found guilty of violating the
Journal's constitutional procedure in selecting his
Jeffrey Smith. The constitution
called for a direct election of
editors, but McFadden reportedly appointed Smith without the
support of the rest of the staff.
The whole issue came to light
when Smith was found guilty of
illegally obtaining alumni mailing lists from the Development
Office. McFadden and Smith
planned to appeal their case to
the President due to what they
felt was an unfair trial.
co-edit-

All

or,

The Kenyon Collegian

20 Years Ago, April 3, 1980: A

flood of complaints from
Kenyon students concerning the
Health Center prompted investigation into the adequacy of
health services at Kenyon. Several students reported to Dean of
Students Thomas Edwards that
they were misdiagnosed by the
college physician, which allegedly caused significant interference with their schoolwork and
extracurricular activities. One
student reported that she was diagnosed several times by Dr.
Herbert Sinton, college physician, as having a cold, when in
reality, as she would find out
months later, she had mono. A
senior student was diagnosed
with having a broken ankle, only
to find out months later that he
had a shattered shin. Dr. Herbert
Sinton defended himself of these
charges by claiming that "adolescent medicine is the hardest
field because there are a lot of
emotional and adjustment problems among the patients."
30 Years Ago, April 9, 1970:
Colburn Hall celebrated its grand
opening as the newest student
run social facility. The organizers of this project promised to
provide "entertainment, food and
drinks at the lowest possible
cost." Students in charge of the
social facility encouraged "anyone with musical or dramatic talent to volunteer their talents and
perform."

Collegian, all the time

www2.kenyon.eduorgscollegian

ion

forum for active support of gay
community members. Yet they recognized that an event of this magnitude would send a message to
individual antagonists to community tolerance standards that their
behavior was unacceptable as well
as to persecuted persons who felt
wary about reporting crimes of discrimination against them in the
past.
Professor of Political Science
Fred E. Baumann, involved in the
drafting of current harassment legislation, addressed all these groups
in his portion of the rally. Describing Kenyon as an institution in
which we all must experience a level

of trust in order to take risks, reach
a common understanding, and grow
in a way "that is the essence of liberal education," Baumann stated that
even students who harass their peers
are disrupting "the true interests of
all of us," including their own.
Baumann's references to defacing dormitory doors, yelling
insults from speeding cars, and
whispering hateful epithets in cafeteria settings as recent examples
of "subtle contempt, considered
malice ... the particularly vile acts
of doing harm in a cowardly way"
shocked many students who were

unaware of the extent of the egregious crimes committed just this
semester.
Further faculty support was
manifested in the short speeches
of Dean for Academic Advising
Jane Martindell, Athletic Director
Jennie Bruening, Women's Lacrosse and Assistant Field Hockey
Coach Robin Cash and Dean of
Students Don Omahan reading a
Statement from College President
Robert Oden, Jr.
"Professors seldom see what
an influence they have on their students, even after the academic day
is over," commented Myers. "That
so many of them showed up in support of anti-ga- y
discrimination really sends a message."
Long-tim- e

student leaders

such as Student Council President
Mike Lewis '00 and Poppy Fry
'00 and Emily Huigens '00, both
nominees for the Anderson Cup,
the award presented yearly to the
student who has made the strongest overall contribution to the
Kenyon community, added their
words of conviction to the rally.
"Incidents do not occur in a
vacuum," reminded Fry, "and silence means surrendering your role
in shaping your community."

Bruening: appointed director
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
athletic director of Kenyon sports.
Announced by President Robert A.
Oden Jr. and Dean of Students

Donald J. Omahan last week,
Bruening's interim post was made
permanent, making her the first female in Kenyon history to be named
to the position.
"People have asked me how
many female athletic directors there
are in Division III," Bruening told
the Collegian, "and I honestly don't
know the answer. I know it is a small
number ... I am pleased that Kenyon
is ahead of its peers in this area."

"Bruening has served with
great dedication and skill as interim
director, providing excellent leadership on sometimes difficult issues,"
Omahan told Fortnightly. "We are
confident that Jennie is the right
person to guide the department into
the future."
With athletics always being a
solid part of Bruening's life, from
her championship volleyball days at
the University of Notre Dame to
assistant coaching at Morehead
State University, there is no doubt
that it will continue being so in the
future. Proof of this includes her

recently awarded docforate by the

program at
Ohio State University, where she
n
studied the socialization of
women and its effects on
their participation in sports.
Asked what the impact of having a female athletic director will
have on the college's sports programs, Bruening said, "I don't feel
as if many things will change since
I have had a year of experience in
the position, but I feel more confident making decisions that affect the
future now that I know I am a part
of that future."

sports-manageme- nt
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Public transportation comes

Zipp: further discussion
set for next meeting

to Gambier

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
changes.
The two proposals, called the
deduction clause
and the percentage clause, passed
Student Council shortly before
Spring Break. See sidebar for summary of proposals'.
"My response to the
deduction clause," Zipp
told the Collegian via
"is
directly from the singles lottery
numbers," noting that juniors who
live in fraternity "divisions," areas
of the campus' historic dormitories
reserved for Greeks, have a much
better chance of receiving a single
room than an independent male
would.
"These numbers have been
fairly consistent over the past 4
years," Zipp said. "As you can see
these numbers are skewed and the
advantage goes to the divisions."
Zipp's summation of the percentage proposal was more balanced. He said, "By removing the
percentage of sophomores allowed
point-carryov-
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Eddy Eckarc

Kenyon recently began a "purple bikes" program, where public bicycles are left on campus for everyone to
use. For full story, see next week's issue.

Election: council president
continued from page eight
ally would like to see a tightening
of the policies for expulsion from
school expanded from rape to in- -.
elude other forms of abuse.
Somerset: Respect for oneself
(body and mind), respect for others (same dealy), respect of alcog
subhol or other
stances.
What is it about your previous
involvment which would allow
mind-alterin-

y
you to effectively and
lead Student Council?
Androski: For the past year, I have
served as a member of Student
knowl-edgabl-

Council, the Student Life Committee and have chaired the Social
Board. The experience I have had
on these committees has taught me
the importance of commitment,
organization and approachability.
In these positions, I have learned
how to work with administrators
and fellow students to accomplish
real objective while maintaining a
defined budget. The role of Student
Council President requires much of
the same leadership that I have
learned as Social Chair. Through
the Social Board, was able to inThe Sectroduce Winter jend-Ofond City and a variety of comedians and bands all within the confines of last year's budget while
still saving the normal funds for
Summer Send-Of- f.
Student Council deals with more serious issues
than campus entertainment but requires the same type of leadership
to get things accomplished.
Crowell: I was First Year Student
Council Rep as a freshman, and
Sophomore Class President this
year. I have lead and helped lead
two class committees now. I also
have participated in two separate
Student Council. I will take what I
have seen work and other ideas I
have had along the way to make
Student Council as productive and
positive as possible.
DiMuzio: My experiences in the
various paramilitary forces in which
I began my career have shown me
that I was born to rule over men.
Fear is the only universal constant,
and alone can capitalize upon this
to its utmost. After the "unfortuantc
dissapearancc" of my first com
1

f,

1

manding officer it was no surprise
to find myself in a rapid and successful ascent in the world of
shadow politics and puppet governments. Now the time is right to
show my hand and begin my endgame for total world domination.
Foy: I am both a member of the
Junior Class Committee and the
Housing and Grounds Committee.
The responsibilities of these groups
are very diverse and provide two
alternative viewpoints to what the
issues of Student Council are and
what they should be.
Somerset: Editorfounder of The
Kenyon Voice, Big BrothersBig
Sisters, Orientation Leader, Crozier
Planning Board, WKCO DJ, Junior Class Committee, Fire Marshall,
History Advisory Board, Kangaroos, Helpline, Philander's Pub.
What one issue would you like
to champion in Council and Senate next year?
Androski: Too often students are
stuck in their dorm rooms with
nothing to do and no common
space to congregate. Administrators have been discussing the idea
of building a student union for
quite a few years and it seems that
this is the time to put these ideas
into action. If we are to truly be a
residential campus we must have
a place to talk, work, and cat at all
times of day. So many other campuses supply their students with a
union. It is time that this one do
the same.
Crowell: I would like to use the
resource of all the committees on
Student Council to do things that
make a direct impact on student's
lives at Kenyon. I want to work
will all the. committees to see
things like swipe cards for the
laundry machines put in place,
lights on middle path, more music
in the Great Hall, more speakers;
a fabulous campus wide arts festival, better food.... Whatever the
student body wants. will try my
upmost to make happen. And attack all the tough legislation of
housing, sexual harassment, etc. at
the same time.
DiMuzio: I in no way intend to
abolish Council and the imperial
Senate next year as I wil stil re
I

quire their feeble support for the
final phase of my evil plot. However, while they still serve my purpose, I will use these venues as a
means to further my plans towards
the eventual takeover of Gambier.
This will be accomplished with the
aid of my willing (and frustrated)
legions of terror. From there we
will bide our time until we have
gained the strength to take Columbus. With this city in our grasp, it
will be a small task to take all Ohio.
All this will be accomplished under the cover of my
curtain of lies and secrecy.
Once finished, I will be in position to oversee the campaign of
world leader assasinations and
rigged elections necessary to consolidate all governing authority
worldwide under my control. Then
those that served me well will be
rewarded with the riches of the
earth, and those that thwarted me
will suffer consequences most dire
and as yet undreamed of.
Foy: The one issue I would like to
champion for Student Council has
to do with streamlining the budget
for student groups and activities.
As a campus, we need our funding put to good use. The ability to
sponsor activities that people will
benefit from, will attend and will
enjoy would be great for our community and our school.
Somerset: Sexual assault this
issue has been pushed through legislatively but we have to come together as a community to ride this
from our campus. We cannot place
blame in this situation, we need to
work together. Three to four hundred new students will enter
Kenyon in the fall of 2000 and we
need to send them all the message
that kind of behavior is not tolerated here. Shayla Myers and Pete
Coppins have been working on a
program called "Beer and Sex"
educating students about the subjects, but it appears from going to
the community forum in the fall
and last year's Take Back the Night
that the whole campus needs this.
Sexual assault is not a problem for
women to solve and would like
to involve more males that are currently involved in making these
vital changes.
ever-expandi-
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to live in division these spaces ...
would most likely be filled by rising sophomores who do not have
to enter the lottery."
"I am in favor of groups fill-

ing their space completely," Zipp
continued. "But, by removing the
sophomore percentage, are more
juniors and seniors going to chose
not to live in division and allow
more rising sophomore members
the chance to live there?"
Vice President of the Committee on Housing and grounds
Tyler Griffin told the Collegian
that Zipp will speak directly to the
Senate at their next meeting on
Thursday, April 13.
McKeown said he hopes Senate will be ready to vote on the
housing proposals at that meeting.
"The Senate as a whole has
taken no stand yet, ' said
McKeown, "although my sense is
that there is a fair amount of skepticism about the proposals, especially changing the point deduction system."

Housing proposal summary
The Percentage Proposal

The

The percentage proposal
seeks to render null the policy that
guides who can and cannot live in
"divisions," the portions of the
college's historic dormitories set
aside for fraternities.
Current policy demands that
if
of a fraternity is
composed of sophomores, no more
of division can
than
house sophomores. That same rule
applies to members of any class
within a fraternity; if 50 percent of
a fraternity are seniors, then 50 percent of division is reserved strictly
for seniors. If members of a particular class do not fill their quota
within division and chose to live
elsewhere, those rooms in division
are distributed to nonmembers.
The proposal would also require at least half of a fraternity's
executive council to live in the
organization's division.
one-quart- er

one-quart-

er

Point-Carryov-

Proposal

er

The idea behind the
pointcanyover deduction clause
is as follows: sophomores who receive rooms in "division" lose a
point in the subsequent housing
delottery. The
duction clause states that sophomores who choose to again bypass the housing lottery in favor
of divisional housing will lose a
point in the lottery for their senior housing, assuming that they
do not choose to live in division
for thier senior year.
Losing a point in the lottery
essentially bumps students to the
bottom of their class, hurting their
chances of receiving the most coveted housing: a single or an apartment on the south end of campus.
If passed, Greeks who live in
division for their second and third
years will not be penalized in the
fourth.
point-carryov-

er

Hon do I get sll of this stall home!'
May is coming soon
which means it's time
to pack up the room

--

and take your earthly
belongings home. But
how is

it
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all going to fit
in

the car?
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Let Pak Mail ease
your burden... we'll
pack it, box it, seal it,
'

tape it, ship it, and get
it there on time and in
one piece. And. ..we'll
save you all the
hassle!

CENTERS OF AMERICA

We Ship Anything. Anywhere.11

1558 Coshocton Ave.
Vernon, OH 43050
Phone:

Mt.

740-392-62-

Fax:

740-392-76-
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Feminist writer Naomi Wolf to speak at Kenyon
book, published in 1997, Wolf
explores another impediment to

BY HELEN VEIT

ScafFWriter
.

At first glance, Naomi Wolf
seems an unlikely poster child
for American feminism. A wife
and mother, Wolf describes herself in interviews as "mainstream," and appears in the pictures on her book jackets smil-

and placid, with careful

makeup and manicured nails. In
her books, however, she attacks
cultural expectations of beauty
and writes explicitly about female sexuality. Wolf presents an

image of feminism filled with
seeming contradictions. This is
precisely her point.

Since

Wolf's

books

launched her into the public eye
in the early 1990s, her broadly
inclusive view of feminism has
inspired controversy and confusion. An international best seller
when it was published in 1991,
The Beauty Myth examines the
expectations of physical perfection that increasingly surround
women even today, a generation
after the women's movement
began. As large numbers of
women entered the traditionally

American
workforce beginning in the
1960s, few people continued to
think of women as incompetent,
mentally or otherwise. Wolf armale-dominat-

ed

gues, however, that rigid definit-

ions of female beauty took the

of these outdated sexist
stereotypes. Expectations of
beauty, she believes, corrode
women's potential political and
place

economic power.
In

female empowerment: cultural
discomfort with female sexuality.
Writing in the "first person
sexual" the most taboo of female perspectives Wolf gives a
memoir-lik- e
account of her own
experiences with and feelings
about sexuality as a child and
adolescent growing up in San
Francisco. Through personal anecdotes and interviews with other

ter relate

Wolf will

women, Wolf discusses the
ed

repressed.
Wolf's books have provoked
a wide variety of responses. A
few critics have asked how Wolf
could plausibly critique cultural
expectations of female beauty
when she herself is, they accuse,
beautiful. Some readers find her
frank discussion of the sexuality
of girls and teenagers uncomfortably radical. Other readers, conversely, criticize her moderation,
and resent her definition of feminism, which includes women and
men of many backgrounds and
beliefs, not just those who wear
no make up or who are militantly
Some people see her
public praise of family, and the
pro-choic-

e.

centrality of heterosexuality in
her books, as concessions to established social structures. Even
web searches on Naomi Wolf reflect the variety of her followers,
listing news articles on national
politics next to sites about cures
for cellulite.
Wolf's complexity has cap- -

Wolf presents "power feminism," which encourages

BY MAGGIE BAVA

StaffWriter
Hillel will sponsor its second
lecture of the year this Sunday, as

Benjamin Kamin delivers a
talk entitled Reflections on the Relations Between Our Faith
Communities. It will begin at 1:00
pm in Peirce Lounge, with a bagel
brunch to accompany the talk.
Rabbi Kamin has authored several books, Stones in the Soul: One
Day in the Life of an American
Rabbi, Raising a Thoughtful Teen
Rabbi

DESIGNS
: i mil
i

1

women to take positive, practical action towards the goal of
social equality. With her recent

J

foray into politics through
Gore's presidential campaign,
Wolf puts into action her own
belief in
involvement
as women work for economic
and political power.
pro-acti-

L

1

-

Feminist writer Wolf speaks.
tured the American imagination,
kunon's Student Lectureships
committee has discussed bringing her to campus for several
years. Jeremy Suhr '02, chair of
Student Lectureships, said that
a "number of students on the

works before and found them
particularly engaging." Her
work on Gore's campaign also
captured the committee's interest. Wolf joined Al Gore's presi

ve

What would it take to incite a
riot at Kenyon ?

committee had read Wolf's

jj

wmh iiwi.

"

i

address the

Promiscuities, her third

Rabbi to discuss

Cat's Meow

1

Village

1

REPLICAS

relations

Jewish-Christia- n

ager: A Book ofAnswers and Values
for Parents, Thinking Passover: A
Rabbi's Book of Holiday Values,
and The Path of the Soul: Making
Peace With Mortality. Additionally, he has spent close to 20 years in
the rabbinate, offeringspiritual leadership to congregations i ri New York,
Canada, and Cleveland.
Kamin will be speaking on the
relations between Jews and Christians, a timely and complex issue.
Hillel Director Michael Cooper
thought Rabbi Kamin would be a
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revelantspeakertoaddress Kenyon.
"I think it's an appropriate topic to
be discussed at this time because it
comes before Passover and Easter
:ind they have such a long history
being interconnected both historically
and in some ways,
theologically," said Cooper. He

thinks that often people see the
differences between Jews and
Christians, yet there are also many
similarities. "And when people
reflect on those it can hopefully
demonstrate where the two communities can build bridges and
respect each other," he said. Cooper also added that "Rabbi Kamin
is a very dynamic and engaging
speaker."
Cooper hopes that in the future, lectures such as this one will
become a regular part of the Hillel
program. He would like to sponsor a bagel brunch with a guest
speaker once a month, and welcomes suggestions about possible
Hillel has featured
lecturers
.several other important speakers
recently, such as Marty Plax, the
regional director of the American Jewish Committee, and Dr.
David Ariel, an author of several
books about Judaism. As always,
Hillel events are open to the campus, and everyone interested is
invited to attend.
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"Make it a diy campus."
Professor Jon Tazewell
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"Not delivering this month's
issue of J. Crew."

Paula Adams '00
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"I think that to incite a riot at
Kenyon, there would have
to be another war and they
reinstated the draft."

Madeline Podnar '03

.
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Old Kenyon $18.50

Dean's House $14.00
COMING IN APRIL
PACKARD'S GIFTS
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Peirce $18.00
Ascension $19.00
THE CHURCH Of The HOLY SPIRIT
8
Mt. Vernon
102 S. Main St.
397-316-
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Kenyon Community tonight at
7:30 in Rosse Hall. A reception
in Peirce Lounge will follow the
lecture. In her talk, Wolf will
focus on Fire with Fire, her second and most theoretical book,
published in 1993. In Fire with
Fire, Wolf writes that women, as
well as men, often point out
problems with sexism by portraying women as victims. In
place of this "victim feminism,"

sexual desire of girls and women,
a topic which, even in our
culture, has long been
sex-obsess-

and appeal

American women.

1

ing

dential campaign as a political
consultant this past year. She
continues to advise the Vice
President on social and cultural
issues in order to help him bet-

(

"The only thing that would
cause an actual riot is if they
started a curfew."
Krissy Maier '00
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Our 'Candidates'
Student Council elections are not
the place for silly games
Read this, Kenyon, and think carefully. Between tonight and
Saturday you will vote for next year's Student Council. Fifteen candidates, 15 letters of intent, 15 opportunities to share views on current
issues through questions posed by the Collegian.
We've noticed quite a division among candidates this year. No,
we're not talking Greek versus Independent or male versus female. We're
talking taking the election seriously versus not taking the election
seriously.
We'll start with letters of intent. Because, honestly, had we not
covered the elections in the manner we did, they might well be your only
source of information regarding these candidates.
Four letters (three candidates for President, one for Safety and
Security), are nothing more than a casual joke. They promise, among
other things, leaders that are tall, southern and campaigning for "world
domination." Their visions include "turning Kenyon into a beach wtih
sand, salt water and bathing suits ...com dogs at every meal ... hula hoop
and limbo contests weekly." For those who scoff at such frivolity, a
trans-globdifferent alternative states an "eventual goal of an
military dictatorship."
Absent from these four letters are actual opinions and goals. Absent
from these letters are a sense that this election means anything more than
a chance for a good laugh. And while we're on the subject of absence, one
of these same candidates is in danger of being voted off this year's
d
of the required meetings.
Student Council for missing nearly
These people want to run our school?
We now turn to the coverage in this week's Collegian. Again, a
chance for candidates to communicate with you, the student body, why
they should be elected to Student Council.
Twoof thesame candidates mentioned above merely continued their
ridiculous campaigns with mention of world domination. Three others
simply did not respond in time for the paper or at all (one other candidate
did not respond, but, being abroad in Uganda, we are willing to forgive
that). Sure, this is a busy time of year, sure we all have a lot going on. But
if you can't take a few minutes to answer some questions, where will you
find the time to help run the school? Two of those who did not respond
are running
They didn't have to win any votes, but we wish
they respected the student body enough to at least let us hear their voice.
While the Collegian cannot endorse any particular candidates, we
commend Torrey Androski '02, Elizabeth Foy '01, Elle Erickson '02,
George Polychronopoulos '02, Caroline Haugen '03, Sarah Stauffer '03,
Julia Hook '01 and Chris Van Nostrand '02. Thank you for taking
Kenyon and it's future seriously throughout this entire election. We hope
you are among those leading us next year.
And we beg you to take this election seriously more seriously, in
fact, than many of the candidates themselves have. Vote for candidates
based on what they stand for. If you don't, you might find yourself next
year being handed a corn dog in place of a diploma, and learning you
traded your improved lottery system for a southern drawl.
iron-fiste- d,
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Feminism, that dirty 'F' word
You perpetuate

BY MOLLY FARRELL
Staff Columnist
A few weeks ago, the Crozier
Planning Board began a propaganda
campaign to promote the use of the
word feminism. The parodies which
we can now see up around campus
are witfy and
but also
testament to the effectiveness of
their work. Whether or not the general campus reaction to the campaign is evidence of anything, I and
many others know through experience how averse many of you are
to associating yourself with the
light-hearte- d,

simple word, "feminism."

You

avoid professors who actively use
the label in
you create euphemisms for it, and for some
reason you have a tendency to give
it the prefix "angry."
self-descripti-

on,

What are you so afraid of?
You're afraid of a word, Kenyon,
an association, a label whose connotations of fear and perversion are
imbued only by your refusal to use
it. Feminists became
"femiNazis" and unnecessary for
"normal" heterosexuals because
you needed a reason not to be one.
You point to a Catherine Mackinnon
essay or a Naomi Wolf speech and,
finding something you disagree
with, reject not a particular argument but feminism in its entirety, as
though feminism was not a discourse but rather a type of theology.
"man-haters-

male-dominat-

ed

heterosexual relationships by being
afraid to talk about feminism and
equality with your boyfriend or girlfriend. You reinforce homophobia by
your reluctance to associate yourself
with a term that "somebody, somewhere" made consonant with lesbi-

anism and dissonant with

hetero-sexuali-

ty

you become the "somebody, somewhere" with your silence.
You explain ad nauseum how,
while you stand firmly behind
equality, you refuse to associate yourself with feminists or with
feminism. The time has come and
male-fema-

le

gone when you must finally admit
to yourself what a hypocrite you are.
Feminism is the movement for
equality. If you argue that you do
not see the need for any further progression, and it is this satisfaction
with the present reality which causes
you to disassociate yourself with

any "movement", then you have
dangerously oversimplified the
equality you claim to support.
Equality is not a static situation:

,"

consists of the mutual act of recognition of a common humanity.
Equality must be perpetually asit

serted, articulated, and insisted upon
for it to exist at all. Two people can
never be equal until they can look at
one another and declare their common humanity; without this declaration of similitude they are forever
segregated into their own incompa

rable and therefore unequal worlds.
Feminism is, and has always
been, this declaration. It takes particular and often personal forms, but
it is the movement, the action, the
unrelenting articulation of the
shared humanity of the sexes. If you
supported the feminists at one time
for asserting their humanity then
you cannot withdraw your support
from them now because the actions
are essentially the same. Feminists
do not make up a political party with
unilateral platforms on every issue;
they do not make up a religion
where certain saints must be worshiped and certain rituals adhered
to; they are people who affirm that
women are equal in humanity with
men and act accordingly.
To fear or ridicule posters
which relate this simple and overwhelmingly supported fact is to
rebel against every woman you
know. It is to tell your mother to stay
in the kitchen and keep quiet; it is
to tell your female professor that her
position cheats you out of your education; it is to tell your friend that
she doesn't deserve the money she
earns, to command women to be
tools and possessions and stay away
from the real manifestations of humanity, to stay away from the activities of men.
It is finally time for you to
come out of the sexist closet and
declare your own feminism.

Hundreds' stand against discrimination
Yesterday was National Day of
Silence, the day on which GLBT
students, friends and allies remain
silent for the day in honor of those
who cannot speak out for themselves. However, at Kenyon there
have been too many days like this.
Yesterday was a time to break that
silence. Hundreds of people gathered outside of Rosse Hall to take a
stand against discrimination. Members of the student body, the faculty

and the administration spoke out
harassment at
against anti-ga- y
Kenyon. They and everyone at the
rally sent a powerful message that
homophobia, especially when it
leads to intimidating action, is unacceptable. They gave support to
those students who have, for many
reasons, been unwilling to speak out.
The true test of the success of
this rally is not whether discrimination at Kenyon stops, but rather,

if and when that discrimination
does occur, how we as a community react. Hopefully, those who
hahave felt the pain of anti-ga- y
rassment will be able to speak for
themselves, because as was shown
by the turnout yesterday, they have
the support of the community.

Shayla Myers '02
Ann Palcisco '01
Eric Harberson '01
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Lecture: "Artist-les- s
Art: The Curious Case of Cinema", Peter King
from Ohio State University, sponsored by the philosophy department.
Peirce Lounge, 4:10 p.m.
Lecture: "Fire with Fire: The New Female Power", Naomi Wolff,
feminist writer, sponsored by Student Lectureships. Rosse Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Lecture: "Spring Sky", Tim Shun, associate professor of English,
sponsored by Brown Family Environmental Center. BFEC, 9 p.m.
Memorial Service for Melissa Kravetz '99, BFEC, 1 1 a.m.

Friday

KilroyWas Here: The 1940s Revisited (through Nov. 30), Ohio
& 17th Ave., Columbus
Eye Spy: Adventures in Art (through May) Columbus Museum of Art,

Historical Society,

Saturday

1--

71

480 E. Broad St., Columbus
Millennkim Clock (through January) Wexner Center for the Arts, 1871
N. High St., Columbus

Event: Community Tree Planting of an Orchard, sponsored by
Brown Family Environmental Center. BFEC,

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday

1

p.m. - 4 p.m.

Lecture: "What Jews And Christians Share: Reflectinos on the Re
lations Between our Faith Communities", Rabbi Ben Kamin, sponsored
by Hillel. Peirce Lounge, 1 p.m.
Reading: Edward Hirsh, sponsored by the Kenyon Review. Peirce
Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Lecture: "Chinese Popular Protest at the Turn of the Millennium",
Elizabeth Perry from Harvard University, sponsored by the Storer Lecture.
Higley Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Reading: Craig Arnold, sponsored by GLCA and the department of
English. Peirce Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Reception and Reading: BFEC Poetry Contest Winners, sponsored
by BFEC. Peirce Lounge, 7 p.m.
Event: Honors Day, Rosse Hall, 11:10 a.m.

The 45's Get It Together
Joe Arthur Come to Where I'm

From

Baila Shall We Dance?
Boondock Saints Release the Hounds
Brooklyn Funk Essentials Make 'Em Like It
Da Brat Unrestricted
The Flys Outta My Way
Jack Hardy Omens
Jacob Harringman Black Cow

The

Lazy

MOE. L

Cowgirls Somewhere

(three-dis-

c

Down the Line

live album)

Release Dates Courtesy of Ice Magazine.
Saturday

fo

Drama: I Was There When the Blues Was
Hot, sponsored by
BSU and Mulitcultural Affairs. Gund Commons, 3 p.m.
Concert: WKCO 9 1.9FM Presents, Lower Dempsey,
p.m.
Concert: Clark Terry Quintet, sponsored by the music department and
Gund Concert Series. Rosse Hall, 8 p.m.
Film: 8 12, sponsored by KFS. Higley Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Dance: "Reminiscences of a Dancing Man", sponsored by the
department of dance and drama. Bolton Dance Studio, 7 p.m.
7--

Tuesday

11

Menu for Friday
Rustic Potato Chowder
Spinach Feta Quiche
Green salad
Blueberry Walnut Kuchen
Cafe chocolat
$5.00, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., 201 W. Brooklyn

y,.

ri

r'-r-

Suicide Machine with Pilfers and Catch 22, Newport Music Hall,

Friday

Saturday

1722 N. High St., Columbus
ReBoot, Ludlow's, 485 S. Front St., Columbus
Pork Tornado, Newport Music Hall, 1722 Nr High St., Columbus

Thinking about Summer?
Seven-wee-

C

jird ft I

ii

fil! H

w

Black and White (Robert Downey Jr., Brooke Shields)

of filmmakers

a

(David Duchovny, Minnie Driver) A widower falls in love with the
his dead wife's heart. Rated PG.
of
dojjqr.recipient
(...
sj.JftyjLfj of Engagement (Tommy Lee Jones, Samuel L. Jackson) A lawyer defends a
career soldier who ordered his troops to open fire on innocent civilians.
-

;

Return

options

non-cred- it

Unequaled access to Brown's excellent faculty
A team

league.
r-

credit courses and shorter

Small classes that encourage discussion and debate

documentary about white teenagers who are into black culture. Rated R.
Joe Gould's Secret Set in New York during the 1940s, a writer sets out to find out
about the scion of one of Massachusetts' oldest families. Rated R.
Me Myself I A journalist realizes she has missed out by not marrying and having a
family. Rated R.
Ready to Rumble (David Arquette) Two wrestling fans set out to infiltrate the
headquarters of the WCW after the champion loses his belt and is banished from the
make

k

to Me

.

Release Dates Courtesy of Columbus Entertainment.

Providence's sparkling downtown waterfront
stage for cultural events all summer long
For more information,
401-863-79-

00

contact the

-

center

Office of Summer

Studies

or email us at

summerBrown.edu
Office of Summer Studies Brown
T. Providence, Rl 02912-912- 0

University-Bo-

x

401 863.7900 FAX 863.7908

www.brown.eduAdmiiiistraiionSummerStudies
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Candidates for Stude
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Michael DiMuzio '0 1

Ruth Crowell '02

Torrey Androski '02

Do you think that there isare problems with housing and the housing lottery system,
and if so, what would you be w illing to do to fix itthem?
Androski: Most students agree that housing based on seniority is acceptable. We do not
agree however, on how to implement fair housing within the confines of our existing
housing must be increased.
procedure. I have two suggestions. First, access to
With larger class sizes each year, fair housing becomes increasingly problematic, and can
be solved only by additional housing options. Second, the Greek Council and the Housing
and Grounds Committee have suggested changes to division housing which I endorse.
Rising juniors leaving division housing will continue to lose a point in the lottery, but
those that stay in division during their junior year will not. They, along with selected
members of the executive committee, will remain in division housing to act as mentors to
younger students. This promotes greater leadership and responsibility among the Greek
community as well as opening up space for independents in choice locations.
Crowell: I definitely think there are problems. There are certain illogical clauses in the
lottery that need to be brought to light. I would like to see the decision made by Senate
about the point deduction clause, whatever it may be, respected next year. This way we
can move into other housing matters.
DiMuzio: It is obvious that the housing office is in need of "correction." Their practices
bespeak a lack of the proper work motivation. I believe I can provide this motivation ... by
any means necessary. Under my leadership, we will see a housing office that is both more
efficient and willing to serve.
Foy: As a member of the Housing and Grounds Committee, I know the amount of planning and forethought that has gone into the housing lottery. I think that the main problem
with it is how stressful it is and how unnerving the process is. Ideally, we need to make
sure that seniors get their choice housing, which might lead to a rearrangement of the
apartment and singles lotteries, with rooms like Farr Hall and the Bexleys going first. This
would open up opportunities for everyone.
Somerset: The current point system works only part of the time. I would propose that
off-camp-

us

Chair of Student Lectureships
"
$
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-

J

Julia Hook '01

Elizabeth Foy '0 1

-

.

Emily Somerset '01

instead of Greek members losing a point, that those who live in Caples or Mather their sophomore year gain a point for the upcoming lottery for junior year housing (if you do not want to
live in CaplesMather as a junior but are stuck there you should receive an additional point as
well). As well, I would definitely want to look into going through the lottery by class starting
wth the seniors (three lotteries should exist, and those with intermixed groups should be placed
into this order accordingly). Smoke free residence halls should be available. Just because
everyone else is going to die of lung cancer, it doesn't mean that those who are allergic to
smoke, or just do not like the smell should have to tolerate it in their living space (where's the
logic, candles banned, cigarettes encouraged?). To
and those who dislike smoke
the choice in housing does not exist.
What underlying issues lead to sexual assault and harrassment at Kenyon and what
would you do to address those issues?
Androski: Ben Franklin said "Laws to gentle are seldom obeyed; too severe seldom executed." Kenyon needs to develop policies which fall within the guidelines that Franklin
s
suggests. Kenyon's policies must be clearly defined and realistically applied so that
are seldom and enforcement is swift and fair.
Crowell: The underlying issues, such as alcohol and others, come down to each person's
actions and responsibility. The Senate's work this year will help clarify things enormously.
And if changes need to be made to the Senate's final policy, I will help those happen A.S.A.P.
noo-smoke-

rs

miscom-munication-

Yet more than any legislation, we as a community need to be aware, educate, and make others more
aware. Only then will Kenyon be a safer and more comfortable place to live.
DiMuzio: I believe such offenses are the result of repressed emotions. The proper expression
of these emotions is important, and easily achieved in the World Domination Party's armies.

What better way to work out frustration than bringing about a unified government under my
iron fist?
Foy: The underly ig issues think stem from a lack of coherent female organizations. With
no solid background of group support and condemnation, such things will continue. I person
see ELECTIONS, page jour
1

Chair of Safety and Security
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Chris Van Nostrand '02

Do you think that there isare problems with housing and the housing lottery
tem, and if so, what would you be willing to do to fix itthem?

Justin Jones '01
sys-

Hook: Did not respond.
Van Nostrand: I do not think there is a problem with the lottery so much as there are a
huge number of students competing for a very small number of desirable living spaces.
Thus, interest group housing remains volatile because of perceptions of easier availablility
to those groups.
What underlying issues lead to sexual assault and harrassment at Kenyon and what
would you do to address those issues?
Hook: Did not respond.
Van Nostrand: Lack of accountability ultimately leads to sexual assault and harrasment.
The school needs to adopt unambiguous policies that clearly define the type of punishment that will occur for sexual assualt or harrassment.
What speakers do you want to bring to campus, and do what issues do you think
speakers should address?
Hook: Did not respond.
Van Nostrand: For the fall I hope to bring speakers who have been closely involved wtih
American politics or the presidency to discuss the upcoming election. In general, bringing speakers who address timely issues (such as affirmative action) should remain the
primary focus of the committee.

Eamon Schamis '03

Do you think that there isare problems with housing and the housing lottery system,
and if so, w hat would you be w illing to do to fix itthem?
Jones: Did not respond.
Schamis: As head of World Domination Party security forces it is not my place dictate such

policy. I will loyally enforce the policy of my Commander-in-Chie- f
and future military
dictator, Michael DiMuzio.
What underlying issues lead to sexual assault and harrassment at Kenyon and what
would you do to address those issues?
Jones: Did not respond.
Schamis: It is obvious to me that those who would commit such crimes lack proper government supervision. As the future representative to Security and Safety I promise to provide
the protection necessary, through the implementation of any necessary means, to eliminate
this bad clement and allow for continuing prosperity under the guidance of our Supreme
Leader.
Do you think the College should publicize more details regarding violations of college
policy? Should class year, or specific violations be released?
Jones: Did not respond.
Schamis: For true justice to be fulfilled, those who have committed any violations of college policy will be made to suffer the most severe consequences and public humiliation to
serve as an example for those who rcbillious ways might cause them to sway from the just
dictates of the World Domination Party.
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the system easier, simplier and more fair.

underlying issues lead to sexual assault and harrassment at Kenyon and
would you do to address those issues?
kson: Unfortunately, sexual assault is not unique to Kenyon. I think a lot of the
lem lies in the lax policies we have. I fully support the new policies. However, this
only be a start. Prevention starts with us, the students, and broadening awareness
we do have a problem.
'chronopoulos: We must first evaluate our capabilities, as a group of inidividuals,
Kreasing health awareness, both personal and communal. In my opinion, the
imittee's time would be best spent working closely with Health Services and the
inistration in evaluating preventitive measures that individuals and organizations
execute and that will lower the risk of bodily or emotional harm to students.
Student Life should commit itself to the dissipation of this kind of informa-whenevand. wherever it is appropriate, in a consistent manner, to the student
as a whole.
rcan Greeks and Independents better communicate and respect one another?
:kson: I think as with any issue, it requires people to open their minds. People need
Get to know
op stereotyping members of fraternities and sororities and
l as individuals, stop generalizing them as groups.
'chronopoulos: It is the responsibility of the Greeks and the Independents to treat
i other with respect; it is the committment
of Student Council to provide a forum
re everyone can be heard equally.
it
t
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drew Dinsmore '01
not
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respond to questioning.

Did not respond to questioning.

or four questions were asked of each candidate two general
Kstions asked to all candidates and one or two questions specific to
e candidate's position. In recognition that this coverage cannot be
jarly as comprehensive as we might wish, we strongly encourage
)u to also read the letters of intent, available at the dining halls. Vot-- g
d
will take place tonight through Saturday night via a
sethanks
Collegian
The
Details will be released over
ars Aaron Hamilton, Elizabeth Hire and Michael Lewis for their
distance in formulating questions for candidates. All photos were
ken by Eddy Eckart.

hree

web-base-

S8UH?

so,

Haugen: It seems to me that no one understands why the administration has chosen this particular
system for the housing assignments. The community might be more pleased with these methods
if their reasoning was explained. Many other colleges use one single lottery, where seniors are
assigned the first bracket of numbers randomly; juniors the next group and so on. It would be worth the
time to investigate what other colleges similar to Kenyon have found successful. The students are obviously displeased with the current system and would like to see something better in its place.
StaufTer: Housing is a rather touchy subject at the moment. There are obviously a limited number
highly sought after residences on campus. Most of these residences house independents, social
groups, sororities, fraternities or are limited to upper classmen. Breaking up division housing
would add more available housing for independents. However, this is not a feasible option. Part of
the experience and draw of joining a fraternity, for example, is living amongst the brothers. To
eliminate this experience is not only unfair to the fraternity system and all other groups currently
occupying division housing, but it also ignores Kenyon tradition. Therefore, it is only fair that
each group occupying division housing is allotted a certain number of rooms for its members. In
terms of determining where the rest of the student body resides, I feel that it is fair that upperclass-me- n
should have priority over underclassmen. The point system is a clear way of determining
what upperclassmen combined with underclassmen etc. have priority over others. From there, it is
a question of luck and a random number generator. While there are many frustrations over the
lottery system, I do not feel that there are many better solutions. If the entire campus were entered
into a lottery based on random numbers, disregarding points and standing entirely, the situation
would be even more frustrating and chaotic. At the current moment, I do feel that the present

system is the most effective for Kenyon.
What underlying issues lead to sexual assault and harrassment at Kenyon and what would
you do to address those issues?
Haugen: The most important issue is the lack of awareness. As an incoming freshman this fall the
issue of sexual assault was mentioned only briefly and the possibility of it occurring was
downplayed. Throughout this year, I've leanred how easily assault can happen and have seen only
too often what terrible effects it can have. The student government of Kenyon, the administration
and the entire community needs to remedy the situation. Before we are able to create an environment without any such problems, we need to let people know how often it is happening. I believe
that anonymous statistics should be published concerning the number of reported cases and in
how many such cases people were found guilty by the judicial board. The law here prevents us from
publishing students' names, but the statistics should not be hidden. This is an issue I feel very strongly
about and would be diligent in discussing sexual assaultharrassment as a member of Student Council.
Stauffer: Currently, the most pressing issue regarding sexual assault and harassment at Kenyon is
the silence that surrounds it. Many people on campus are unsure of just what, exactly, constitutes
sexual assault or harassment. While there are groups on campus devoted to helping those who
have been victimized, this does not prevent it from happening. Rallies and other highly visible
events are the first step in promoting an atmosphere that, not only does not condone sexual assault
and harassment, but also condemns it. As people become more aware of the subject, the more
aware they become of themselves and those that are affected. I believe that the only way to curb sexual
assault and harassment is to make Kenyon students completely aware of the damage that occurs as a
result. The only way to make students aware is through rallies, speakers, and similar events.

Band?
How would you pick the Summer Send-of- f
Haugen: Kenyon students have a wide range of music preferences as I have observed while
working on Social Board this year. It would be impossible to please everyone. However, that does
not mean that people should feel like they have no say in what band comes to campus. Therefore,
I would like to suggest that there be an initial allstu in which students are asked to suggest bands
that they would like to hear at Summer Send-OfFrom there, Social Board must narrow down the
selections to fit in our price range and the popularity of the band on campus. This would determine
what bands are put on the ballot which would, in turn, be presented to the campus. From there, the
Social Board would place bids to the highest ranked bands according to the poll. After that, Social
Board does not have much control in the process. It is up to the bands, their managers, routing, etc.
However, by giving the campus the initial opportunity to suggest bands, the students have an even
greater say in what bands may be chosen for Summer Send-Of- f.
Band is not a bad one (voting on
Stauffer: The current system for picking the Summer Send-Of- f
this year, I've learned first
Board
Social
on
a list of bands created by Social Board). After being
We
very hard this year to
worked
Kenyon.
to
to
find
bands willing come
hand how difficult it is to
who pick the bands,
the
ones
are
with.
students
The
would
be
pleased
get a band the campus
available. Kenyon is
are
they
bid
if
even
Social
Board's
not
do
accept
always
however the bands
venue.
The student body
ideal
an
as
do
not
view
bands
many
which
a small isolated campus,
might feel more involved if they had a say in the preliminary list. However, this could create
problems if none of the requested bands are touring or in our price range. I would like to stress the
fact that Kenyon students do have a say in what band is performing.
f.

Adam Exline '01

e-m- ail.

think that there isare problems with housing and the housing lottery system, and if
what would you be willing to do to fix itthem?

Do you
sys-,an-

kson: Housing at Kenyon is central to student life, in that it is one of the crucial
ponents to building the unique community we have. The housing crunch is a great
:ern because Kenyon has built itself off of the idea of having available housing to all
ents for all four years. At the same time, it is necessary to have off campus housing
lable as an option to seniors who wish it.
chronopoulos: As a student, housing has been nothing but problematic since I was
shman. Even though the lottery falls more under the responsibility of Housing and
jnds Committee,
would be willing to entertain any proposals that would help

nate

,

Sarah StaufTer '01

think that there isare problems with housing and the housing lottery
if so, what would you be willing to do to fix itthem?
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Acclaimed dancer Bill Evans to visit Kenyon
Founder of

world-renowne-

ii; won ao)

BY TRACY MILLER

Staff Writer

"

Next week, the Kenyon Department of Dance and Drama will
benefit from the talents of one of
the most prominent figures in
modern dance. From Monday to
Saturday, the department of Dance
and Drama is sponsoring the visit
of acclaimed dance professional
Bill Evans.
Over his prestigious career,
Evans has gained recognition as a
choreographer, performer and educator. He is a professor of dance at
the University of New Mexico. He
is also the founder of a
performance group, the
Bill Evans Dance Company.
Kenyon dance students will
learn firsthand from Evans' exper- at mod- tise, as he will guest-teac- h
world-renown-

dance company to teach classes, perform in Bolton Dance Studio

d

ed

3

What: Reminiscences of
a Dancing Man
When: Tuesday, 7 p.m.
Where: Bolton Dance
Studio
era dance classes throughout the
week-Thiopportunity has been
s
by faculty and students alike. "We're all really excited to actually be taught by him
and dance with him in person,
since he's so fabulous," said Jen
Moore '02, a student in the Introduction to Modern Dance class.
The highlight of Evans' visit
to the Hill will be his one-ma- n
dance performance, "Reminis- cences of a Dancing Man," which
long-await-

ed

will take place Tuesday at 7 p.m.
in the Bolton Dance Studio. The
show is comprised of eight dance
movements, five of which were
choreographed by Evans himself,
and uses a combination of slides,
words and dance to portray the
many aspects of one man's life as
a dancer. "Reminiscences" is performed in honor of Evans' 60th
birthday and his life as a professional dancer.
"Dancing is what I do, and
what I have always done," Evans
has said of the show. "To me, dancing is the most basic human form
of expression. It transcends cultures and times and generations. It
is humankind's age-ol- d
and universal way of expressing wonderment
for the miraculous gift of life"

(quote printed

in

'A

Alberquerque

Arts Magazine, April

1

998).

GLCA to sponsor poet Arnold
New Writers Award winner to read poetry in Peirce Lounge
BY ADAM SAPP

Staff Writer
Acclaimed poet, lyricist and
vocalist Craig Arnold will be reading from his most recent work,
Shells, at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
April 11 in Peirce Lounge. Arnold
is a decorated young poet and has
recently received the Great Lakes

Colleges Association (GLCA)
New Writers Award for poetry.
Arnold's poems about love

and friendship often narrate
amatory and culinary misadventures. The title of his first book

comes from examination of a
shell as both the surface of the
self, and its protection or armor.
collection of new
His
99-pa-

ge

BY JAMES SHERIDAN
Film-Criti-

c

Cookie's Fortune
Friday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

What: Craig Arnold
Poetry Reading
When: Tues., 7:30 p.m.
Where: Peirce Lounge
poefry ranges from mockery to
an elegy for a dead rock singer
to a long meditation on parenthood.
Associate Professor of English Jennifer Clarvoe feels that
having a young new poet come
to Kenyon will be educational
and entertaining for students.

your book has to have been already published, and that is an
accomplishment in and of itself.
Arnold received his Bachelor of Arts degree in 1989 from
Yale University, and is currently
pursuing a doctorate at the University of Utah. His poem Hot
was featured in The Best of
American Poetry 1998.
Arnold has ventured into the
He
music business as well.

"Since the GLCA poetry

served as both singer and

prize is for a first book, students

songwriter for his band. Iris, on

up dead and no one seems to know
whether it was a suicide or a murder. Her niece, Camille Dixon
(Glenn Close) directs the local
play and finds the body. Willis
(Charles S. Dutton) is arrested but
no one in the town seems to think

he's guilty.

In

true Southern

Robert Altman's most recent
film is Cookie's Fortune, a murder-of sorts, taking place
in Holly Springs, Mississippi, and
starring Glenn Close, Charles S.
Dutton, Liv Tyler, Chris
O'Donnell, Julianne Moore, Ned
Beatty, Courtney B. Vance, and
Patricia Neal. Altman's films have
always proved remarkably entertaining. His film catalogue includes Nashville, Short Cuts, and

Gothic style, everyone ends up a
lot closer to each other than origi-

MASH.

Saturday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

mystery

Cookie (Patricia Ncal) winds

probably will not have seen or
read his work before," said
Clarvoe. "This prize is really remarkable. It is a way to judge
the best of the best, because to
get into this competition it means

nally thought and there are
suprising twists and turns along
the way.
A whimsical and funny film,
Cookie 's Fortune is an ideal viewing for any fan of Altman's films
superbly exor a
ecuted ensemble cast.
well-handle-

8

d,

12

Wk0i

Frederico Fe Mini's 1964

12

considered
by many to be his masterpiece.
Marcello Mastroiani stars as
Guido, a successful movie director who retreats into the world
of his own fantasies. It follows
Fellini's successful film La
Dolce Vita.
masterpiece 8

is

Guido rests at a spa, recov-

ering from his latest box office
hit. Yet, the director has no idea
what his next movie will be
about and everyone around him
is clamoring to know: agents, his
wife, his friends, his mistress.
As he struggles, Guido turns
more and more inward, tracing
through his life the many women
he has loved and the dreams
which he has had.
8 12 is ultimately a film

fro) MiMW-

-

H'OSf

M"
1

fu,.
Courtesy of Public Affairs

Bill Evans.

band, and he's a graduate student at Utah, so he is not too
far removed from a Kenyon
student's world. They will be
able to relate to him," said
Clarvoe.
by the
GLCA and the English Department, the reading is free and
open to the public, all guests
are invited to the reception that
will follow.

their first and only album.
Clarvoe feels that Arnold
will energize students with his
daring new poems by enlightening their senses. "I think
they will take away from the
reading a sense of incredibly
vivid images, and the emotions
that get linked to them. It is
not just about surface issues,
it is description in the service
of really high stakes. He's in

a

about love, artistic bankruptcy,
and the trials and tribulations of

The film revolves around
the friendship between a little boy

movie-makin-

It is

g.

Fellini's

re-

markably personal work and in
that sense it is disarming. We
rarely see such personal artistic
statements from our film directors any more. 8 12 was the
winner of two Academy Awards:
Best Foreign Film and Best Costumes.
Cinema Paradiso
Wednesday 10:15 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Cinema Paradiso is the acmuch-love- d
1988
Guiscppe
film by writer-directTornatore who based much of
the story off of his own experiences growing up in Italy.

claimed and

or

&feic;

Co-sponsor-

ed

named Salvatore and the movie pro-

jectionist Alfredo (Philcppe Noiret)
at the local movie theater in a small
Italy. Salvatore,
village in post-wan orphan of sorts, begins to find
himself a home inside the movies.
As the boy ages, Alfredo tutors him
in the ways of life, love, and projection and the two form a close
bond. A warm and wonderful film,
Cinema Paradiso captures the
magic of going to the movies and
contains one of the most remarkable
montages of screen kisses ever assembled.
Winner of a Special Jury Prize
at the Cannes Film Festival, five
BAFTA awards, and the Academy Award for Best Foreign
Film.
ar
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The history of the development of the Blues to be explored by 'really funny'
of Chicago, the play

BY TRAVIS ANDERSEN

Staff Writer

d

playwrightdirector
Fernando Jones brings a talented
troupe of eight actors to Gund
Commons to perform his play
Was There When The Blues Was
Red Hot. The show is free and
open to the public and is sponsored
by Black Student Union.
"It'll be show number 156,"
said Jones. "We just did a college
show out here in Chicago. The
college kids really like it."
And why not? In addition to
being an entertaining comedy
about eight
patrons in
a club basement on the south side
.

star-cross-

1 1

playwright Jones to bring play to Gund

Chicago-base- d

Get ready for the blues.
Saturday at 3 p.m., Chicago-base-

v

ed

is also educational.
"It's a show that explores the
history of how blues developed,"
said Coordinator of Multicultural

Events and Services Dawn
Hemphill.

The action centers around
Mississippi

Mama, a renowned
blues singer who frequents the
same club night in and night out
with her husband Udig, a revolutionary with an unbridled hatred for rock and roll.
The interplay between the
couple and their six friends will
keep you chuckling all afternoon,

Jones promises.
"I spent a lot of time thinking up good
for all the
characters, especially those two,"
one-line-

What:

I Was

There .
When The Blues

Red Hot
When: Sat., 3 p.m.
Where: Gund Commons
Was

he said. "It's real funny."
But things get somewhat
serious when a con man (played
by Jones) barges in to the club
during a poker game and accuses Udig of marital infidelity.
"I won't tell you what happens, " said Jones. "But it'll surprise you."

The long, winding path
Jones' show took to production

rs

BSU-sponsor-

may also surprise you.
"I was always into playing
music and writing when I was

show

ed

the show, it's an appreciation
for the blues as a culture.
"Whether or not you like the
music is a matter of personal
taste," Jones explained. "But the
blues is a whole culture, and

little kid," said Jones. "When
was a young adult I wrote a
book with the same title as the
play. Then I made it into a
film."
Following this, he took a
break from writing. However,
his interest was soon rekindled.
"I was acting in Chicago a
few years ago," Jones aid. "And
one night I was talking with another actor about my book and
some of my experiences, and
she said 'That sounds like a
a
I

people should recognize that.
Hopefully they will after seeing
the play."
And for a small fee, students ;
can take the blues home with
them afterwards. Jones will be
selling a soundtrack on compact
disc, as well as
"The CD has the stuff we
play in the show on it," says
Jones. "And they'll be cheap. I
don't want to fleece the kids."
Doubtful. Lords and Ladies
will definitely get their money's
worth on Saturday.
t-sh-

play.'"
She was right. And if
there's one thing Jones wants
his audience to take away form

irts.

Gund Concert Series to host legendary jazz trumpeter
Terry to bring respected musical versatility from late swing to modern post
BY

MATTHEW MCCAW

Staff Writer
Jazz fans of Kenyon College
will be met with a rare treat with
the upcoming visit by legendary
jazz trumpeter and flugelhornist
Clark Terry. The Clark Terry
Quintet will perform at 8 p.m.
Saturday in Rosse Hall. Kenvon's
instrumental musicians will also
have the rare treat of joining Terry
for a Master's Class in the days
following his quintet's performance.
Clark Terry, a native of St.
Louis, has performed through virtually every day of jazz's history.
He began his career working with

MM s;

i

its

mm

iiftE"

What: Clark Terry
Quintet Concert
When: Sat., Apr. 8,
8 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
local St. Louis bands during the
later years of the swing era, but he
didn't begin to develop his remarkable horn technique until he studied music in the United States
Navy where he took the unorthodox step of implementing clarinet
stylings to create an unusually
fluid trumpet performance. His

following years of jazz performance combined a ground-breakin- g
style with a versati.ljtv tjjat.
allowed Terry to play with virtually every famous name in the
history of American jazz, most
notably Charlie Barnet, Count
Basie and Duke Ellington.
Visiting Assistant Professor
of Music Theodore Buehrer said,
"The main reason why this is
such a wonderful opportunity is
that Clark Terry is one of the few
remaining musicians still living
that provides us with a link to the
history of jazz music."
Terry is most respected for
his musical versatility. He has
proved his mastery over any style

be-bo-

to Rosse Hall

p

of jazz, from late swing

New York City, his recording
work, and his commitment to music. 4uc,atj.(jn as an. advisor to the
National Association of Jazz Educators the head of the Clark Terry
Great Plains Jazz Camp.
Said Buehrer, "While he is
here, he will be leading a master
class on jazz improvisation, working with members-e- f the Kenyon
Jazz Ensemble. It will be a great
chance for our student musicians
to learn from and interact with a
innovative jazz

to modern
He has most recently
i)SX.sl 4t.tej3.tion. for. cjyn.bjfljw.1,

post

be-bo- p.

the two instruments into a duet performed with himself. Terry is also
a rare type of musician who has developed an unparalleled technical
ability while not overwhelming the
emotion driving his performance.
Today, Terry concentrates his
musical energy on two musical
groups, the Clark Terry Quintet
which has been Terry principle's
performance group for much of his
professional career, and his newest creative venture, The Clark
Band. Terry conTerry Big
tinues to keep himself busy with
his work in the night club scene of
B-A-

well-know-

im-proviso-

r."

Sponsored by the College's
Gund Concert Series and the Department of Muisc, the concert is
free and open to the public.

-D
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comedy

Beyond Therapy: Not family-oriente- d
BY DAVID

n,

DONADIO

A&E Columnist
As its name suggests, Beyond Therapy is neither conventional nor predictable. The
uncompromising sketch comedy group, built on the talents
of Jake Armstrong '01, Theo
Bark '02, Jarret Berenstein

'01, Peter Brandi '01, Jeff
Bridges '03, Liz Brown '02,

Chris DeCrosta '01, , Jen
Addie
Hammond
'01,
'01, Dave
MacDonald
Polansky '03 and Caleb
Wheeler '00, has grown
steadily throughout its brief
history. The group was originally founded in 1993, by Josh
Adler '98, Dan Fishbach '98
and Ben Viccellio '98. In the
past seven years, it has become
a ruthless comedic juggernaut.
"Our comedy has a real
edge to it. It is often over the
top but, it's always right on
that indistinguishable line between offensive and funny," said

Jen Hammond '00. "A little seall of
cret about the members
us were born without the 'offended gene'." As is evident
from the group's performances,
however, its members understand the subtle difference between smart, unrestrained comedy and sensationalism.

"Most sketch comedy I've
seen in the past plays like
out-tak-

es

from Runaway Bride: bland
and aiming for the middle of the

road,"

remarked

Addie

MacDonald '01. "That's why I
love Second City, SNL, Monty
Python and Kids in the Hall
they've always been intelligent
but also not worried about crossing the line and pissing some
people off. All great comedy has
made people step back and say

'I can't believe they're doing
that.'"
In requiring some semblance

of a dramatic formula, however
loose, sketch comedy presents
the unique challenge of maintaining versatility on stage.

risks. They never dumbed down

'Our comedy has a real edge to it. It is often over
the top, but it's always right on that indistinguish-

their material down for the audience. If the audience did not
that was probably belaugh
cause they didn't get it," says

able line between offensive and funny.'
Jen Hammond '01
"Improv lets you feel out the audience and change the material
as you go, but sketch comedy
allows for a more versatile over-

all show," explains Jarret
Berenstein '01. "When you are
working with written scenes
you can focus on the style of
each scene, and possibly take
them all in fantastically different directions."
Even the most solid written material occasionally calls
for improvisation to smooth it
over in performance. "We are
trying new things on stage every night. We may have a script
to follow, but it changes from

night to night. That's what
makes it fun," says Hammond.
"Due to the nature of performance, something will always

go wrong. You have to work
around that with improv."
Few audiences are as well
suited to Beyond Therapy's material as the student body of a
small liberal arts college. "Playing on campus is great because
you deal with intelligent young
audiences who don't mind excesand occasionally
sive,
disgusting humor," MacDonald
says. "This is the only time we'll
be able to play to this kind of
crowd; if our show was on network TV, some cheesecake-eatin- g
housewife would sue us."
off-kilt- er

Although the group itself
bears no particular resemblance
to the ubiquitous likes of Monty
Python or Kids in the Hall, its
style is true to their tradition.
"Both were tight groups that took

Hammond. "Comedy that
challenges the audience and
makes them think about why

they're laughing is the best

.

kind."
As anyone who has seen
them in performance will attest, a Beyond Therapy show is
an assault on all comic fronts.
Sketch material ranges from
innocuous and understated to
mildly subversive to caustic
The
and insurrectionary.
group's distinctive dynamic is
difficult to describe, but
MacDonald epitomizes it perfectly in one metaphorical
question: "Why be the
Backstreet Boys and go for the
middle of the road when you
can drive cars into pools and
have wild drunken escapades
and get arrested by the Tokyo
police like a real band?"
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Estrera presents Stage Femmes to
recital in Storer perform outside
Cleo Estrera's senior
voice recital is Friday at 7
PM, in Storer Hall. She will
be performing works by
such composers as Robert

Schumann,

Richard

Hundley, G.F. Handel, and
Estrera
"amille
will also sing "Pie Jesu"
Saint-Saen-

s.

Lloyd
from
Andrew
Webber's Requiem with
Margaret Lukens '02. Accompanying on the piano
will be her sister, Chloe
Estrera. The concert, as all
other senior recitals, is free
and open to the public.
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"because of the strength of the
two female monologues. We
thought it would be a great opportunity for the actresses
their abilities and challenge themselves."
The site of the play was
chosen, according to Plank,
because of how unusual it is.
"It gives the play its atmosphere," added Plank.
Other than the looming
church, there is no set whatsoever for the play.
Bring warm clothes, suggested Plank.
Those planning to attend
tonight should have no trouble
seeing both the Stage Femmes
and Naomi Wolf, who is to
speak in Rosse Hall at 7:30 p.m.
to-stretc-

Stage Femmes will present
their final show of the year,
Three Viewings by Jeffrey
Hatcher, tonight, tomorrow and
Saturday at 9 p.m. on the outer
steps of the Church of the Holy
Spirit.
The show, directed by
Serge Burbank '02, consists of
three monologues which take
place in a funeral parlor.
Starring are Brendan Griffin '02, Amanda Loy '00 and
Alexis Mallen '03.
The play was chosen, according to Erika Plank '01,
of Stage Femmes,
co-presid-

ent

chance to be in a concert or
choreograph a piece."
The pieces which make up

Danswers
sponsor spring
concert

Co-O- p

h

The

the show are diverse and
widely ranged. Choreographers for this concert are Kerry
Bowler '00, Sayako Earle '03,
Erin Fitzgerald '02, Amanda
Gilvin '00, James Greenwood
'02, Mary Jacobsen '00, Todd
Juengling '01, Rebecca Kent

Dance Spring

Co-O- p

Concert returns Sunday at 2 p.m.
and 7 p.m. in the Bolton Dance
Studio, which is in the Schaffer
Dance Building.
Danswers is a studThe Co-O- p
ent-run
dance group which offers
all students, regardless of experience, the opportunity to dance.
There are no restrictions or guidelines for the pieces, according to
president Kristin Orr '01, "and the
purpose is just to bring people together who love dance and to give

'00,

'00, Erin Mclntyre

Michelle Nameth '00, Heather
Prunty '02, Kaliis Smith '01,
Betsy Tohinaka '02 and Tina
Vaughn '03.
The concert is $1 admission and all are encouraged to

come support

the

Co-O- p

Danswers.

everyone who would like the

WKCO to sponsor concert in Lower Dempsey
Dempsey to accommodate the

BY ANNE MORRISSY

A&E Editor
This Saturday, WKCO-Fwaftts you to dance and have fun.
To this end, in conjunction with
the Social Board, they are sponsoring the WKCO Spring Concert, featuring nationally recognized bands The Slackers and the
Dismemberment Plan, as well as
campus favorite, The Evil Beat.
The concert begins at 7 p.m. and
has been moved to Lower
M

shifting Ohio weather.
The Evil Beat will perform
first, kicking off the springtime
celebration. The campus ska band
was recently awarded one of three
student band sets for Summer
Send-Ofby a majority vote of the
f
Social Board, who sponsored this
year's Battle of the Bands.
The Evil Beat has been gaining fans since its inception in 1997.
The current members of the band
include Seth Fangboner '00 on

vocals, Kristin Becknell '02on vocals, Ben Keene '00 on guitar,
Cassie Wagner '00 on bass, Scott
Kenemore '00 on drums, Caitlin
Allen '02 on keyboards, Peter
Bruland '00 on trumpet, Gavin
Bogosian '00 on saxophone, and
Dave Bukszpan '02 on trombone.
Allen describes The Evil Beat as
"traditional ska rhythm, but our
songs are much faster and more
fun to dance to... we definitely are
NOT a punk band."
The Dismemberment Plan,

r

is described by their record label,

DeSoto, as

"art-punk-meets-indi-

e,"

and changes from track to
track, from spoken word to driving, urgent alternative to funkier,
pop. They
Soul Coughing-esqu- e
just finished a tour of Europe and
will be touring with Pearl Jam in
May. They have released three albums and several singles and compilations. Their most recent album.. Emergency and I, was
in 1999.
(Headlining the show will be
the s5lackers, a swingskareggae
band! based in New York City.
Described by their record label
Ore-lea-

Y

'

t

fi

7

"attention-deficit-drive- n

ed

pop music." Their music

--

TT

HellcatEpitaph as an infusion of
"reggae, rocksteady, mambo,

hailing from Washington, D.C, is
self-describ-

se

bossa nova, 60s garage rock and
occasional doses of punk attitude," The Slackers have produced two albums'. The seven
piece band has toured the United
States, Canada, Europe and Japan,
and have played numerous high
exposure gigs, including appearing in the 1997 Tibetan Freedom
Concert alongside punk, legend
Rancid.
Seth Fangboner '00, director of
programming for WKCO, promises
that the show will be "upbeat and
fun to dance to." The concert starts
at 7 p.m. in Lower Dempsey and is
free to Kenyon students.

COLONLAL CITY
LANES

Premiere
Theaters

116 MT. VERNON AVE. WT. VERNON. OHIO
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COLLEGE NITE FUN LEAGUE
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THURSDAYS AT 7:00 P.M.
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The Road To El Dorado
5:15,7:15,9:15
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The Skulls
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HANDICAP WILL BE 80 OF 200.
PRIZE FUN PAYOUT WILL DEPEND ON
NUMBER OF SIGN-UP-
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Rules of Engagement
h
4:30, 7:00, 9:30

SIGN UPS WILL START AT 630p.m.
DRAW FOR PARTNER AT 6:55 p.m.
START BOWLING AT 7:00p.m.
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Romeo Must Die
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Adult $6;
Child under 12, $4;
Seniors, $4,
Matinees before 6 p.m. $4.
PHONE:

392-222-
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Ladies softball splits doubleheader with Mount Vernon
JEROEN KNIEP

BY

Senior Staff Writer

After losing their captain
Sara Halicki '00 for the rest of
the season during their sweep of
Case Wester Reserve University
last week, the Kenyon Ladies
softball team returned to the diamond for the first time without
Halicki against Mount Vernon

Nazarene
last
College
Wednesda. The Ladies came out
with some extra effort and intensity to show what they can do
even without their senior leadership, and after losing the first
contest 2 rebounded with an
emphatic 0 win in the second
game.
Halicki, a senior from North
Royalton, Ohio, will be missed
for the remainder of the season.
Coast
A first-teaAthletic Conference honoree in
1999, Halicki will probably not
be back in time. Teammate
Kassie Scherer '01 commented
that "We are all very disheartened by this, but she has been at
every practice and game since,
giving us helpful advice and support. It wouldn't be the same
4--

5--

All-Nor-

m

th

without her."
The first game of the double-heade- r
was a thriller that lasted
the full seven innings. After five,
Kenyon was up top by a score of
1
until the visiting Cougars
came through with three big hits
and ralUed up the score in their
favor to
which was the final
score.
This tough loss put Kenyon's
record at
but the Ladies
had another game to play in the
doubleheader in which to avenge
themselves. The Ladies were determined to force a split with
Mount Vernon Nazarene for the
second year in a row.
The second game was even
more exciting to watch than the
first. The first score of the game
came in the fourth inning when
Carrie Robertson '03 came on
base, and scored when first-yeLeslie Carroll knocked a triple
into the outfield. The next inning was again
successful for Kenyon as sophomore Kris Rainey had a two-odouble to bring in Erin O'Neill
'02, who used a walk to get on
base earlier in the inning. The
sixth inning saw more exciting
2--

4-- 2,

8-1-

fj

2,

-,

ar

trating because our field gets

Elena Rue

Samantha Foy '03 takes a swing

ut

scores by the Ladies, and a single
from Carroll, a walk to Sarah
Longwell '02 and a bunt laid
Lawlor '01
down by
Ann-Mar-

ie

opened the inning. Both Katie
Hitchcock '00 and Rainey finished the inning with two
inspiring hits to put Kenyon on
This was the final score
top
of the game as both teams failed
to score in the final inning.
The Ladies played outstanding on the offensive end, but
they were also flawless on defensive end, as they recorded
the shutout. Winning pitcher
Kayte Mutre '03 pitched an outstanding game, giving up only
5-- 0.

Ladies tennis rolls over Wittenberg
'02 at third and fourth singles respectively, both blanked their

BY BRENDAN LYNAUGH

StaffWriter

opponents
At fifth singles, Katy Tucker
'03 lost only a single game as she
1
victory. At
rolled to a
sixth singles, Megan Lyons '03
dropped the first set in a tiebreak,
but came away with a point when
her opponent defaulted with an
6-- 0,

The Kenyon Ladies tennis
team took to the Baar tennis courts
to host their first NCAC match
against Wittenberg University Saturday. Aided by plenty of
enthusiastic crowd support, the

soundly

Ladies

defeated

Wittenberg
Anticipating an easy match,
the Ladies were able to rest their
number one player and give a
valuable
couple of
match experience. With Caryn
Cuthbert '00 resting, the burden of
playing in the top spot was handed
to the capable shoulders of Brooke
Roeper '02.
Roeper played well in her
debut, crushing her opponent
"I was a little nervous about
playing my first match at first
singles, but I felt that Spring Break
2000 really prepared me for it,"
commented Roeper.
In the closest match of the
day, Nicole Harbauer '00 lost an
excruciatingly close three set
The third
match
conwithout
not
was
set tiebreak
argued
two
players
the
troversy as
over whether or not a ball had
merely hit the tape or had in fact
gone through a hole in the net.
Circumstances such as these
merely emphasize Kenyon's need
for higher quality tennis courts, a
need which will be met as new
ones are slated for construction.
8-- 1.

four hits, while the entire team
totaled only two errors.
A defensive punctuation
mark came for Kenyon at the end
of the game, as second baseman
O'Neill ended the game with a
double play in the top of the seventh. Mount Vernon looked was
in scoring poistion, with Shelby.
Aldrich at second base via a single
and Stephanie Keller at first on a
walk. The next batter connected
on a fastball which went straight
at O'Neill, who scooped it up
then tagged out Keller for the
second out, and threw it to first to
end the game with the third out.
The Ladies have now won
five of their last eight games and
are looking forward to continue
this domination over their opponents this weekend. The rest of
the games this week were rained
out. As Scherer put it, "It is frus-

6-- 0,

6-- 0.

6--

8--

1

Ladies swept the doubles with
Roeper and Beauchamp giving an
exceptional performance resulting
in an 1 victory. Both Cuthbert and
Tucker at first doubles, and Sherman
and Mary Schmidt '02 at third
doubles won handily
The Ladies next play in the
Great Lakes College Association
Tournament at Depauw University, in Greencastle, Indiana, this
8--

8-4-

.

flooded and we are forced to practice inside and it just isn't the
same. But we are very much looking forward to our game this
weekend. R will be a refreshing
change from practice and the rain."
Kenyon's next game is this
Saturday, as they travel to Oberlin
College to try and make the next
step in the right direction. Halicki
still believes that "We need to go
into every game with enthusiasm,
confidence and focus. Every team
in the NCAC needs to be taken
seriously and could potentially
compete with us for the NCAC
title." The Ladies' current record
stands at
9-1-

2.

."

'We need to go into every game with enthusiasm,
confidence and focus.'
Sara Halicki '00

non-starte- rs

6-- 0,

6-- 2.

2--

6,

7-- 6,

7-6(7-

-5).

.(!'.

--

S

&

However, second singles
would be the only point the Ladies
were to surrender, as Kenyon's
third, fourth, and fifth players
dominated their opponents. Elly
Sherman '02 and Lisa Beauchamp

j
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Lords baseball falls to
perennial power Wooster

On The Hill
Player Profile

Sophomore duo swims into record books
Staff Writer

Kenyon swimmers Esteavo
'02 and Mike Bonomo
'02 shared the distinction of having their names engraved in the
annals of collegiate swimming
last month, but the pair don't share
too much else.
Bonomo speaks in a soft,
measured tone. His expression-

A

-

de Avila

a

n-

-

.'

tat ts

i

es

U
.

mid-seaso- n,

,"

record-breakin-

Lords golf beats Case Western to open season
NICK DEIFEL
StaffWriter

next tournament, which shows that
the coach has high expectations for

him."
The Kenyon Lords golf squad
opened its spring season with an
11th place showing in a field of 13
teams at its annual Kenyon Cup Invitational. The Lords edged out
long-tim- e
rivals Case Western Reserve by a tight two strokes on the
first day and held the lead throughout the tournament.
Eitan Gauchman '01 supplied
the Lords with the consistent playing they needed in their triumph
over Case, supplying 85 and 83
stroke games and a 40th place individual effort. Jeroen Kniep '01 said
"Gauchman carried the team and
made it possible for us to beat our
rival Case Western by two strokes."
Kenyon 's second highest individually-ranked
player was Cheyne
Blair '03. Gauchman said, "We have
two freshman who show lots of
promise. Blair will also play in our

Game two was more of the
same.
Wooster scored in every in

College this weekend with games
on Saturday and Sunday, both
starting at 1 p.m.

er

4-- 0.

I believe it.
v.
Avila, on the other hand,
packs a different punch. He
laughs, jokes and wraps his arm
around you like a friend of a dozen
Eckart
Ei
Esteavo de Avila '02 and Mike Bonomo '02
years.
first
his
than
at
around
time
at
behest
of
the
ing
test.
a
stress
He'd also ace
ago.
four
meet
years
trial
Steen.
Jim
Coach
he
much
"Not
"It 's fun here," says.
"Back then, I was 17," he
"Coach basically said to my
pressure."
says. "And I was in the top
face that I wasn't going to be a
The contrast continues in the
breast-strokereight for the backstroke. Now,
Bonomo says.
water.
I'm in the top four. It'll still be
"Coach said he always had this
Bonomo, a long distance
hard, but we'll see."
vision of me being a distance swimswimmer, is this year's Division
It may seem odd that an
III national champion in the 1 650-yar- d
mer." "And he was right," Bonomo
Olympic hopeful would choose
continues. "It was obviously a good
freestyle, setting a national
to swim at Kenyon instead of a
event for me. I owe much of this
record as well by surpassing the
Division I program. But Avila
1989 record of 15:37.04 set by St.
year's success to Coach and the
came to Gambier for two rearest of the staff."
Olaf College's Kevin Casson.
Bonomo trains hard, partly to
sons. First, winning isn't
Avila is a sprinter whose
backcontinue a legacy of excellence in
everything. Secondly, well,
longest event, the 200-yar- d
winning is everything.
distance swimming at Kenyon that
stroke, is his best. He claimed the
his brother started.
"If I swam Division I, the
Division III crown in that race
g
education wouldn't be as good
Like Bonomo, Avila's season
with a
time of
1:47.60, which smashed the "is never over." But again, for a as it here," he says confidently.
Then pragmatism creeps
different reason.
former record of 1:48.13 set in
into the fold.
The native Brazilian hopes
1994 by UCSD's Travis Miller.
"Plus, if I swam Division I
to represent his country in the
"Backstroke has been my
it would be harder to train for
2000 Olympics. This spring, he'll
main event for the past 10 years,"
he says.
qualifying trials in Brazil. I'd
return home to prepare for sumstill be in season in the U.S. But
mer trials.
Bonomo can't say the same
here I can do everything."
about his new forte. Last year, he
Avila's believeshischances
So can Bonomo. He just
of earning a coveted spot in the
joined the squad as a breaststroke
specialist. But things changed dur- summer games are higher this does it differently.

BY

chance for us and we will make
the most of this great opportunity to play them again."
Meanwhile, the team travels
to Muskingam College today for
a doubleheader and hosts Hiram

right-field-

y.

While the weather worsened on
the second day of the tournament, the
Lords performance only improved.
Kneip put it well, saying, "It was good
to see us compete and battle through
the rain on Sunday. It rained pretty
much all day, and we were still able to
improve our scores from Saturday."
In fact, the Lord's dropped 18
strokes from the previous day's team
total, more than any other team in the
competition was able to do in the poor
conditions.

The future looks promising for
the squad. Last fall, Kenyon logged
performances at both the
Mt. Union College and Denison
University Invitationals. Gauchman
remarked, "I see the results of this
weekend as an improvement, especially in light of the fact that we all
could have put up better scores."
Kncip adds, "We have a small
last-pla-

ce

group of guys, but as a team we should
be able to overcome the 1 1th place last
week. We knew coming in it was going to be tough with nationally ranked
teams like Otterbein competing along
with us."
Lead Kenyon scorer Gauchman
later commented, "Our 1 1th place finish is an indication that we have a legitimate team. This is because we all
felt we could have done much better,
yet we did not finish in the bottom,"
said Gauchman. "Fans of the golf team
should be excited about our team because we feel we can show lots of improvement. We have some new individuals playing for us that are looking
forward to making this an exciting sea-

son."
Fans can look forward to seeing
the squad playing Saturday and Sunday in Denison's Spring Invitational.
The course is significantly shorter than
Apple Valley's 6946 yards and may
open up the tournament for some

ning but the sixth, and they got
some help from Lord miscues. In
the home half of the first inning,
Wooster's center-fieldJared
Treadway '02 reached on an error,
advanced to second on freshman
Lord Jesse Gregory's wild pitch
and scored on an
to put
Wooster ahead 0 early.
They tacked on two more runs
in the second, a pair in the third,
and five in the fourth. Wooster

Historically, the College of
Wooster has always boasted a
dominating baseball program. As
the Lords found out oveFthe weekend, history often repeats itself.
Kenyon's baseball team lost
twice on Saturday, 13-- 0 and 12-to the perennial national power.
Mitch Swaggert '00 started
gameone for the Lords. He pitched
fairly well through four innings,
yielding two runs, one of them
unearned.
But Wooster started to pull
away in the fifth when
Bill Daugherty '02 hit a two-ru- n
homer to put his club ahead,
Then the floodgates busted
open in the sixth, when Wooster's
first three hitters reached base and
scored on senior third baseman
Bryan Kinney's triple. A sacrifice
fly pushed Kinney across the plate
to extend the Wooster lead to
and Swaggert was through.
Carl Weber '02 replaced him
and surrendered an RBI double
and three-ru- n
homer to round out
the scoring, 12-Offensively, Kenyon went
down in order only twice. But
clutch hits eluded them, as the
squad stranded nine base runners.
Their best scoring opportunity came in top of the first, when
Swaggert, second basemen Mike
Krejci '02, and
Dave
Wiant '02 all singled. But Swaggert
was caught stealing, and no one
could drive in Krejci and Wiant.
0,

lucrative career in high-stakpoker awaits after graduation.
And what's inside matches
the exterior.
"I'm pretty serious," he says
matter-of-factl-

BY TRAVIS ANDERSEN

StaffWriter

BY TRAVIS ANDERSEN

less visage suggests that
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8-- 0,

0.

left-field- er

er

RBI-sing-

le

1--

first-basem-

Shane Flinner's

en

blast in the sixth put the
finishing touches on a 13-- 0 drubbing.
The Lords, in contrast to
Wooster's prodigious output, managed just three hits, all of them
singles, by Jesse Donaldson '02,
Wiant, and Kipp Corbus '01.
"This weekend at Wooster
they were on top of their game
and we were not," said Korbus.
"In order to beat a perennial
powerand nationally ranked tram
like Wooster we have to play
nearly flawless baseball, which
we didn't do. We we're a much
better team than the scores would
indicate, but it just wasn't our
three-ru-

n

day."
But Korbus indicated that
their day might come in May.
"The great thing is that we
get anothershot at them in May,"
he said. "It will.be a second

Upcoming Home Games
Baseball vs. Hiram
Saturday 1 p.m.

Baseball vs. Hiram
Sunday 1 p.m.

Lacrosse vs. Wittenberg
Wednesday 4:30 p.m.
Softball vs. Capital University
Thursday, April 13th 3:30 p.m.

'
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
furious pace."
In other events, Adam Bange
'01 threw a personal best of 1 78'5"
to take an impressive second place
in the javelin. The distance of
Bange's throw is only nine feet out
of national provisional qualifying
distance. In the men's triple jump,
Ken McNish '01 took fifth place
with his leap of 39' 10", while the
Kenyon 4x400M relay took sixth in
a time of 3:43.7.
Captain James Sheridan '00
described the overall outcome of the
meet as having
"some stunning and stellar performances ... most importantly, the
Lords ran as a team."
The Lords look to continue their
success this Saturday at the College
of Wooster's OperuMeet. The meet
should providing some exciting
races, as Snyder will square off
against Heidelberg's nationally
ranked Adam Koppi n in the 1 500M,
while Evener and Denison's Dunham should offer another closely
contested 5000 M race.
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Rob Passmore

James Sheridan '00 sprints ahead of the
competition

..

Rob Passmore

Ken McNish '01 descends from his leap in the

triple jump

Ladies track: team to return to Wooster Saturday
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
Gomez called "solid efforts."
Hall ran a 63.14 for a fourth
place finish, while Lynn ran a
63.44, only 0.3 seconds slower for
the sixth place finish. Erica Neitz
'01 rounded out the Kenyon entrants with a 66.84 effort.
Melanie Blakeslee '00 provided two exciting races in the
sprint events, coming through
with eighth place in both the
100M and the 200M. In the always competitive 100M, she ran
a 14.34 returning to the track
later for a 30.44 in the 200M.
The indoor season lacks a
400M hurdle event, but even after a season away from the event
Sara Vyrostek '02 still has the
right stuff. Vyrostek ran a 73.44
for a sixth place finish. Sarah
Miller '03 also took on the
hurdles in her first race for the
Ladies and produced a time of
90.5. "Sarah Vyrostek performed
well," remarked teammate Ansley
Scott '02. "She started off exactly
where she left off last year. This is
an impressive feat since she hasn't
hurdled for about a year."
Of the new faces on the Ladies outdoor team, none
produced an effort as impressive
as Ladies' swimmer Niki Watson
'01 did. In the 1500M, Watson
placed fifth, running an impressive 5:09. Scott was impressed
by Watson's triumphant return.
"Niki Watson blew the competition away in the 1500. It's great
to have her back on the team
from swimming." Teammates
Meg Biddle '03, Jeanine Broeck
'03 and Julie Koska '02 followed
Watson across the line, running
5:27, 5:45 and 6:04 respectively.

The new Ladies attracted the
attention of Vyrostek. "We have
several new freshman joiningthe

"I'm really excited about the
;

r

4X400 team and am positive we
can keep taking seconds off our
time," she said.
Lynn's performance caught the

V

t

attention of fellow senior

'I felt the women got off to a really good start to

Blakeslee "The 4x400m relay
also ran an great race, especially
Lynn, who was second after an
awesome leg by Hall, ran like
the wind and caught the Case
woman halfway through the lap,
and then increased the lead over
the pack. She was untouchable,"
she said.
Off the track, Scott and
Sayako Earl '03 represented
Kenyon in the high jump. Scott
jumped a personal best 5'0" to
finish fourth in the event, while
Earl remained close, continuing
her improvement and jumping a
4'8". "I was pleased with my
performance," said Scott. "I got
my Kenyon PR and I finally feel
like I am getting back into the
swing of things."
Sharp captured the optimism
of team saying, "I think that the
team is ready for an exceptional
outdoor season. Indoor served to
get everyone headed in the right
direction, so now people have
very specific goals for the outdoor season. I think that our
experience has showed us what
we are capable of, and this meet
was an example of what ambig
can do. There
tious
were PRs across the board showing steady improvement even
over the indoor times. We just
keep getting better."
Becky Chamberlin summarized it best when she said,

the outdoor season, and we were quite pleased
with the performances.'

"Small, but determined, the
women's team is going places."
This weekend, they'll be going

i
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Melanie Blakeslee '00 races down the track en route to her eighth place finish in the
100M at the Wooster Invitational meet

team who participated this weekend. Some were running their
first race at Kenyon, and others
their first race ever, but all of
them put out great performances.
I think that they will definitely
add some strength to the team."
In one of the most exciting
races to watch, sophomores

Katherine Kapo and Becky
Chamberlin took the steeplechase challenge. The 3000M
event involves runners jumping
over stationary hurdles and a
water pit. Kapo, a veteran
steeplechaser, had an outstanding race. Finishing fourth, she
was just edged out in the final
kick, turning in a time of 12:28.
Gomez was impressed, noting
that "Katherine Kapo had a personal record in the steeplechase
in 12:28 which bested fier PR of
12:31 at the NCAC Championships last year."
Chamberlin, in her first try
at the grueling event, stuck with
it, showing tremendous heart and

drive to finish seventh with a
time of 14:32. "Katherine and
Becky ran impressive steeplechase

races," observed

teammate

Melanie Blakeslee. "Both women
gave it their all, and attacked the
water pit. Kapo had an exciting
finish, and barely was nudged out
in the last straight away."
In the longest race of the
day, the 5000M, Kenyon's three
perforLadies all had stand-omances. Battling a cold didn-'- t
prevent Molly Sharp '01 from
pulling out a third place finish in
a time of 19:37. Jess Tailing '00
continues to improve, running a
20:27 for a sixth place finish. "I
was actually quite surprised with
how much more I enjoyed the
ut

Rob Passmore

5000 on an outdoor track as opposed to an indoor track. Running
half the number of laps makes it
much less intimidating, even if it
is the same distance. I look forward to running it again on
Saturday, she said."
Both Kenyon relay teams,
the 4X100M and the 4X400M,
had promising showings with the
4X100M finishing fourth and the

4X400M finishing third. The
4X100M team turned in a 53.54,
while the 4X400M battled its way
down the final stretch and edging out the Case Western team
by running a 4:14.

4X400M anchor runner
Gelsey Lynn hopes to improve
over this week's performance.

Head Coach Duane Gomez

goal-settin-

back to Wooster for the College

of Wooster Open meet.
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Lords lacrosse pulls out OT win against 6th ranked OWU
OT victory before an
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enthusiastic crowd at packed McBride field
BY JESSICA GOLDMAN

Senior StaffWriter

13-1-

2

On the strength of a thrilling
overtime victory against

na-tiona- lly

Ohio

sixth-ranke- d

Wesleyan University Wednesday,
the Kenyon Lords lacrosse team
extended its perfect start to the
season and now stands at
The
Lords also defeated the Scots of
Wooster 27-- 8 Saturday.
Captain Evan Bliss '00 led
the offensive slaughter of the
Scots, scoring seven goals and
contributing three assists. Bliss's
performance moved him atop the
me
list of Kenyon's
leading
118
scorers with
goals and earned
him the rank of the second highest goal scorer in the nation for
8-- 0.

--

all-ti-

Division III lacrosse. Justin
Martinich '02 also contributed
immensely for the offense with an
impressive six assists and two
goals. The contributions by
Martinich also earned him a national ranking of third for the most
points in Division III Lacrosse.

First year goalies

Ivan

Watkins and Andrew Farrell put
forth their strongest efforts of the
season, recording nine and three
saves respectively. The Lords'
easily secured victory allowed
them to prepare for the the more
challenging confrontation with
the Bishops.
Though the Lords entered the

game against OWU undefeated, the
players did not underestimate the
task ahead of them and the strength
of their opponent. OWU undoubtedly presented the toughest challenge thus far in the Lords' 2000
season. Ranked sixth in the nation
at the time of the match, the Bishops strutted onto the field confidently, apparently unprepared for
the depth and skill of the Lords.
Undaunted by the high ranking of
its opponent, Kenyon set the pace
of the game from the first face-of- f
and maintained this level of intensity throughout the game.
The two squads proved an even
match both offensively and defensively. Several spectators stated that
they could not remember a moment
in Kenyon athletic history when
McBride Field served as the arena
for such an exciting and intense athletic contest. One fan, Andy Pillay
'02 added, "Even though I was
I refreezing in shorts and a
fused to leave for even a minute and
miss the game to grab a jacket!"
Another fan, Sam Franklin '02 exclaimed, "I haven't had that much
fun since I attended the Hammock
Lovers' Convention in Atlanta back
in '96." According to Bliss, this kind
of enthusiasm from the crowd definitely guided the team to a difficult
victory.
Derek Stowe '01
perhaps turned out the most entertaining and
perfor
t-s-

Mid-field-

fast-brea-

'Y

In

the

midfield,

Paul

Bienstock '00 and Charlie Rich '02
played integral roles in transition
play. During rougher moments of
the game, these two players became indispensable to the Lords'
success, as they held strong rather
than crumbling under the pressure
of the Bishops. In fact, it was Rich
who sealed the Lords' victory with
the tying goal in regulation and
then notched the winning goal in
overtime.
Lastly, the skill, strength and

perseverance of
Derick Stowe '01 evades a defender in a Lords' game against
St. Vincent College earlier this season

Elena Rue

hirt,

mance of his career, prompting
fans to break out in chants
periodiscreaming
"D-Rock-

!"

cally throughout the game. His
dynamic maneuvers and unbelievable accuracy proved too
much for the OWU defense,
whom Stowe frequently shut
down.
Kurt Cross '00 displayed an
equally impressive effort offensively. There were several moments in the game when the

er

awe-inspiri-

brilliantly demonstrated their skills
during critical moments of transition from offense to defense. On
several occasions, the Bishops
threatened and looked likely to
k
score, especially during
scenarios, but Modic and Coutts,
along with Darren Bartlett '02
maintained the unity of the defensive squad fought off OWU's constant pressure.

ng

Lords nearly lost their edge and
lagged behind by a few goals, and
it was during these times when
Cross stepped up and elevated the
spirit of his teammates. His persistence and energy functioned to
keep his team determined and ultimately prevail.
Defensively, Doug Coutts '01
and Blair Modic '02 outplayed the
Bishops offensive unit and prevented their shots from penetrating the goal. Coutts and Modic

goal-keep-

er

Greg Clancy '01 cannot be understated. The Bishops launched
a great number of shots against

Clancy, who repeatedly

pro-

tected the net and depleted OWU

of their confidence. Clancy's
performance echoed that of
former NCAC First-Teagoalie
and Lords' captain, Geoff Hazard '97, widely regarded as one
of Kenyon's greatest lacrosse
players.
The Lords will hope to preserve their undefeated record as
they travel to Michigan Saturday
to play Northwood University.
m

Track teams both finish sixth at Wooster Invitational meet
Shults dominates
800M, Sharp places
third in 5000M

Snyder wins 1500M, nearly sets school record
BY BECKY CORNELY

StaffWriter

BY ROB PASSMORE

StaffWriter
The Kenyon Ladies track
and field team launched into its
outdoor season at the Wooster
Invitational Saturday. The Ladies placed sixth out of eight
teams lead by captain Laura-Shult- s
'00, a slew of season-beperformances and a strong
showing by new team members.
Head Coach Gomez summed up
the meet saying "I felt the
women got off to a really good
start to the outdoor season, and
we were quite pleased with the
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performances."
Shults dominated the 800M
event, winning by a six second
margin. Cruising with a Denison
runner her first lap, Shults let
loose in the second lap, leaving
all competition in the dust for a
time of 2:20. Finishing in eighth
place was Marissa Boyan '03.
In her first race for the Ladies,
Boyan turned in a time of 2:35.
In

a

i:

cuur
4

,

competitive 400M

event, Sarah Hall '00 and Gclsey
Lynn '00 recorded what Coach
See LADIES TRACK, page 15

Katherine Kapo '02 prepares to leap from the hurdle over the
water pit in the steeplechase event

Rob

I'morc

The Kenyon Lords track team
opened their outdoor season at the
Wooster Invitational Saturday and
used a total team effort, highlighted
by several strong individual performances, to place sixth in the eight
team meet.
The highlight of the Kenyon's
afternoon came in the long distance
events, where the distance corps
made astrongshowingforthc Lords.
Cary Snyder '02 won the 1500M
run with a time of 4:02.7 and defeated always tough Denison rival
Joe Dunham. Ben Hildcbrand '03
also scored for the Lords in the
1500M by taking seventh in a time
of 4: 17.2.
Said teammate Michael Davis
'00, "Cary nearly missed setting a
school record. I expect him to do so
sometime later this season the way
he's been running. He's really
stepped it up this season and everyone expects big results out of him in
the weeks to come. And he's been
delivering."
In addition to Snyder's success
in the 1500M, he posted a seventh
place finish in a tight 800M race for
Lords, running the event in 2:00.9.
Owen Bcetham '03, runninghis first
800M race, was another highlight

'Cary nearly missed
setting a school record.
expect him to do so
sometime later this
season. He's really
stepped it up this season
and everyone expects
big results out of him.
I

And he's been delivering.'
Michael Davis '00
for the Lords in the race. Said Davis,
"He's been a 400M guy all year long
and he ran an incredible race in his
first effort at the 800M."
In the 5000M run, Vince Evcner
'01, Hildcbrand and Dcnison's Joe
Dunham pulled away from the field
in a tight race. In the hotly contested

event, which saw the three runners
battle throughout, Dunham crossed
the line just ahead of Evcner, who
took second in 15:43.9, and
Hildcbrand third inl6:02.6.
Said Davis, "Vince ran an incredible race. I le led the entire race
It's always
until the last half-milvery difficult to take it out at such a
See LORDS TRACK, page 15
e.

